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Abstract 

At the top of the world, worn like a crown, lies the Arctic. For much of human history it has 

been home to only a few hardy souls, eking out an existence in a cold unforgiving land.  

However, as the ages have marched by, man has attempted to explore and exploit the 

region as despite the Arctic’s hostility, it contains a vast array of wealth. However, despite 

the richness of the land, remarkably little geopolitical competition has occurred above the 

Arctic Circle. The vast proportion of scholars and observers in the modern era have viewed 

the Arctic as a place where, perhaps uniquely, the quintessential regime of security 

dilemmas and competition between great powers, portrayed by realist scholars, has failed 

to manifest itself. However, as climate change wracks the region, seeing temperatures soar, 

the permafrost thaw, and the sea-ice rapidly becoming no more, the Arctic has reached a 

critical juncture where both the technology and the climate allow for an expanding human 

presence in the Arctic Circle and the economically viable exploitation of its wealth. This 

paper seeks to discover the impact of these drastic changes on the great power politics and 

potential future securitisation of the region. 
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Introduction 

At the top of the world, worn like a crown, lies the Arctic. For much of human history it has 

been home to only a few hardy souls, eking out an existence in a cold unforgiving land.  

However, as the ages have marched by, man has attempted to explore and exploit the region 

as despite the Arctic’s hostility, it contains a vast array of wealth. However, despite the 

richness of the land, remarkably little geopolitical competition has occurred above the Arctic 

Circle. Although clashes between nations have occurred and territory squabbled over, the 

area has not seen the same pushes and counterpushes between nations as they strive to 

ensure their own security. The vast proportion of scholars and observers in the modern era 

have viewed the Arctic as a place where, perhaps uniquely, the quintessential regime of 

security dilemmas and competition between great powers, portrayed by realist scholars, has 

failed to manifest itself. Instead, they suggest that the Arctic was and remains a region where 

states have repeatedly demonstrated themselves to be happy to work cooperatively with 

their neighbours, resolving issues and conflicting claims through negotiation in an 

environment based on rules rather than a nation’s martial might.  

However, as climate change wracks the region, seeing temperatures soar, the permafrost 

thaw, and the sea-ice rapidly becoming no more, the Arctic has reached a critical juncture 

where both the technology and the climate allow for an expanding human presence in the 

Arctic Circle and the economically viable exploitation of its wealth. This paper seeks to 

discover the impact of these drastic changes on the great power politics and potential future 

securitisation of the region. Furthermore, it attempts to question whether the Arctic has ever 

been a special realm of cooperation, or whether that reputation is an illusory image created 

by the climate making competition in the region either unappealing or simply untenable.  
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Methodology 

The author of this work presents three hypotheses regarding the current and future nature 

of the security and geopolitics within the Arctic Circle:  

 

1.  The Arctic has historically been a relatively uncontested region in large part due to 

its remoteness and the extreme nature of its climate.  

 

2.  As the climate shifts and the region becomes more hospitable, there will be an influx 

of economic investment alongside shifts in the region, including the potential use of 

the Arctic Ocean as a shipping lane. As a result of this, the Arctic will become 

increasingly “securitised” by powers both close and far. One should be able to 

observe the beginnings of this shift in the present day.  

 

 

3.   As a result of this “securitisation,” it will be difficult to stop tensions developing in 

the region, and the hitherto cooperative attitudes prevailing in the region will be 

challenged by realist concerns. 

 

In order to examine these hypotheses the author has used the following methodology. By 

and large, much of the research is qualitative in nature, drawing parallels between states’ 

past and potential future behaviour. The sources are both primary and secondary in nature 

with the primary documents making up the core of the analyses that the paper offers. These 

documents take a variety of forms, including governmental white papers, policy papers, 
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speeches, and interviews given by leading politicians in the relevant countries. Though for 

countries like the United States, English is the official language of communication, 

documents from other nations, particularly Russia, have been translated from the original 

text into English so that they may be used. As the author is not a Russian speaker, this was 

accomplished in one of three ways. Firstly, if at all possible, a translation performed in an 

official capacity by the nation from which the document originated was used. Thus, this was 

mainly possible when dealing with governmental releases intended for general 

consumption. When this has not been possible, the author has endeavoured to obtain 

alternative professional and reliable translations done in third-party countries. Though using 

translations created in this manner run the risk of failing to completely capture the tone or 

precise meaning of the original text, it does not seem to be a significant enough risk to 

justify condemning the sources as less valid. Finally, in situations where neither official nor 

third-party translations have been available, the author has used automated translation 

software to render the text in English. Specifically, DeepL was selected as research has 

tended to show that while by no means perfect, DeepL is generally more accurate than 

Google Translate and similar services.  Necessarily, texts translated in this manner have not 

had their language closely analysed as the technology to adequately capture the nuance in 

human speech and writing does not exist. However, the author still believes that when 

treated with the proper amount of caution and used in conjunction with other sources, 

these automated translations can still offer useful insights. Where they have been used in 

the text, clear indication in the bibliography has been given so that the reader is aware.  

Supporting the primary documents is an extensive collection of secondary sources; these 

consist mostly of academic papers, articles published on well-regarded websites and reports 

from a variety of organisations. The secondary sources have generally been used to support 
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the conclusions reached or to offer comparative points of view that may differ from the 

author’s opinions. The secondary sources will be exclusively drawn from the anglophone 

academic world as a result of this author’s unfortunate monolingualism. Unfortunately, 

unlike with the primary sources, automated language translation is entirely inadequate 

when it comes to translating complex academic opinions where precise language is of 

greater importance. Therefore, though the research undertaken in the creation of this paper 

has striven to be as comprehensive as possible, there remains an inherent bias created by 

its reliance on anglophone authors. It may be fairly suggested that even when non-native 

English-speaking authors are used, the fact that they have chosen to publish in English ties 

them into a specific academic culture.      

Additionally, quantitative data has been used, where possible, in establishing a most likely 

scenario concerning the climatic changes that the Arctic will undergo in the near future. 

Given that the 2021 COP 26 summits didn’t produce any drastic commitments to reduce 

carbon emissions within the next ten years and the systemic,1 global failure to tackle the 

issue individually, it seems increasingly likely that the world will not manage to effect a 

meaningful transition to a low-carbon economy. In light of this, this paper has used the RCP 

6.0 model as the basis for its predictions regarding the climatic changes that the Arctic is 

likely to undergo. RCP 6.0 is generally regarded as a model predicated on the world 

continuing to conduct “business as usual” or with only token and limited efforts to reduce 

its emissions rather than the immediate reduction needed to limit climate change.  RCP 6.0 

predicts that global mean temperatures are expected to rise by around 2.2C at the turn of 

 
1 John Vidal, “It Could Have Been Worse, but Our Leaders Failed Us at Cop26. That’s the Truth of It | John 
Vidal,” The Guardian, November 13, 2021, https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/nov/13/heres-
the-truth-our-leaders-at-cop26-have-failed-us-the-rest-is-spin. 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/nov/13/heres-the-truth-our-leaders-at-cop26-have-failed-us-the-rest-is-spin
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/nov/13/heres-the-truth-our-leaders-at-cop26-have-failed-us-the-rest-is-spin
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the 22nd century and by around 1.3C by the mid-2040s.2 Most of the currently available 

research indicates that as a region, the Arctic is heating up significantly faster than the rest 

of the planet, at twice the average rate in some places.3  Two major, recent events heat 

dome that formed over the Pacific Northwest in 2021 and a similar heatwave that led to one 

Siberian weather station registering a temperature of 38C in 2020 and which sparked 

enormous wildfires are a testament to this. Indeed, the increasing regularity of these 

“anomalous” events indicates that prior conclusions drawn by climate science academia 

have generally been somewhat optimistic, whereas the reality of the situation seems to be 

more in line with the direr predictions laid out by the climate models. Thus, given the shift in 

academic thinking, it seems justified for this paper to adopt what would have been 

considered even five years ago to be a fairly extreme and bleak outlook and assume that the 

Arctic will see experience ice-free summers by 2035.45 However, it is crucial to remember 

that despite the wealth of research done on climate change, the models used to make these 

projections are at best simplifications of vast, immensely complex systems and, at worst, 

woefully incomplete.   

The quantitative economic data used by the paper, both speculative and otherwise, 

concerning investments into hydrocarbon extraction and infrastructure development in the 

Arctic region has been analysed under the assumption that states like Russia are unlikely to 

commit to any significant phasing out of fossil fuel production or mineral extraction before 

 
2 “Future Changes, Risks and Impacts,” IPCC 5th Assessment Synthesis Report (IPCC, 2016), https://ar5-
syr.ipcc.ch/topic_futurechanges.php. 
3 MIichon Scott, “2020 Arctic Air Temperatures Continue a Long-Term Warming Streak,” National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, December 8, 2020, https://www.climate.gov/news-features/featured-
images/2020-arctic-air-temperatures-continue-long-term-warming-streak. 
4 Maria-Vittoria Guarino et al., “Sea-Ice-Free Arctic during the Last Interglacial Supports Fast Future Loss,” 
Nature Climate Change 10, no. 10 (August 10, 2020): 928–32, https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-020-0865-2. 
5 Eystein Jansen et al., “Past Perspectives on the Present Era of Abrupt Arctic Climate Change,” Nature Climate 
Change 10, no. 8 (July 29, 2020): 714–21,  

https://ar5-syr.ipcc.ch/topic_futurechanges.php
https://ar5-syr.ipcc.ch/topic_futurechanges.php
https://www.climate.gov/news-features/featured-images/2020-arctic-air-temperatures-continue-long-term-warming-streak
https://www.climate.gov/news-features/featured-images/2020-arctic-air-temperatures-continue-long-term-warming-streak
10.1038/s41558-020-0865-2
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2035 for various reasons and instead are likely to attempt to ramp up production within that 

time frame as a result of the state’s budget being disproportionately reliant on the 

extraction and export of fossil fuels.  

Rather than attempting to cover every nation that exists within the Arctic Circle, this author 

made a choice early in the research process to instead focus on the two major Arctic 

powers, the US and Russia. This was done for several reasons. Firstly, these two nations are 

unequivocably the Great Powers of the Arctic. Thus, it is, by and large, their policies and 

actions that will shape the future of the area. Also, due to the relationships between the 

nations of the Arctic, with the six of the eight nations being in NATO or NATO-aligned, it 

seems less likely that any change in the Arctic political environment would come from them. 

Secondly, the author found it necessary to severely limit the scope of the paper in part to 

allow for a tighter focus and a deeper exploration of the policies being enacted in the Arctic 

whilst stopping this thesis from becoming an enormous tome.  

However, this is not to suggest that the “minor” Arctic nations are completely absent from 

the text, just that they are dealt with in the context of the United States and Russia.  

Furthermore, whilst one can certaintly present an excellent case for including China as an 

“Arctic” great power due to their clear interest and investments in the region, sufficient 

primary evidence regarding the nature of their future intentions simply does not exist in the 

public domain. Outside of the 2018 white paper, which offered relatively few definitive 

policies, Chinese ambitions in the Arctic are a closed box. The same is true of the EU which 

recently released its document on its plans for the Arctic. However, while it is undeniable 

that both have expressed and demonstrated more than a mere interest in the Arctic, the 
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limited nature of their actions in the region fail to provide a firm foundation on which to 

construct any kind of compelling argument.  

Similarly, concerning the timeframe, 2035 was chosen as a loose cut-off for analysis for 

several reasons. 2035 while it is still some thirteen years hence (from the time of writing), it 

is a short enough time span, geopolitically speaking, that countries are already setting their 

strategies in motion in the present day. Both Russia and the United States have published 

their long-term plans for the Arctic region and have already put some of these plans into 

motion.  

While it is impossible to avoid given the nature of the topic, this author has striven to ensure 

that when speculation does take place, it is well-grounded in demonstrable evidence. 

The thesis’ theoretical underpinning is based in defensive realism. Given that Waltz’s notion 

of defensive realism is now well established within the academic lexicon, it seems 

acceptable to cover its tenets here only briefly. These are that states exist within an anarchic 

system, seek to survive at all costs, possess the military means to inflict harm, can never be 

certain about other actors’ intentions, and are at heart rational in their modes of thought. 

Thus, these states do what is necessary to ensure their own security by pursuing policies 

that reduce the threat of annihilation.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Much of the scholarly work written in the past decade, examining the impact of climate 

change on the Arctic has concluded that whilst there the Arctic is changing there is no 

reason to anticipate a collapse of the largely cooperative regime that has existed in the 

region since the end of the Cold War. In their 2016 article the Geopolitics of Arctic Melt 
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Charles Ebinger and Evie Zambetakis aptly captured the academic zeitgeist when they came 

to the conclusion that  “the point at which [Arctic] climate conditions, ice-capable 

technology, high energy prices, delineation of maritime and continental shelf boundaries, 

and legal and regulatory frameworks for management of maritime traffic will converge 

sufficiently to render the region a practical prospect for investment and utilization is a long 

way off, thereby rendering talk of any potential ‘heating up’ or ‘Arctic scramble’ 

inappropriate.”6 In the same year, Laissi Heininen reached an almost identical conclusion, 

stating “despite all the talks on a new ‘Cold War’ and scramble, the Arctic region is with high 

stability and peace, not overtly plagued by emerging conflicts.”7  

A SIPRI report released once again in 2016 provided a slightly more nuanced overview of the 

impact of climate change on the Arctic when they suggested that “the deterioration of the 

relations between Russia and its Arctic neighbours… [had] been reflected in forceful security 

rhetoric on the Arctic and references by Russian officials and the military to alleged security 

threats in the region.”8 The authors went on to note “that the Arctic will be determined, to a 

significant extent, by the nature of its confrontation with NATO at the global level and in the 

Arctic.”9 This final mark has proved particularly prescient as more recent literature on the 

subject has begun to view the geopolitical tension in the high north with a slightly more 

wary eye with Jen Evans stating in 2021 that the language from both Washington and 

Moscow had taken on a different air with the US Army now see’s the Arctic as something to 

 
6 CHARLES K. EBINGER and EVIE ZAMBETAKIS, “The Geopolitics of Arctic Melt,” International Affairs 85, no. 6 
(November 2009): 1215–32, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1468-2346.2009.00858.x. p.32  
7 Lassi Heininen, “Security of the Global Arctic in Transformation Potential for Changes in Problem Definition,” 
in Future Security of the Global Arctic: State Policy, Economic Security and Climate , ed. Lassi Heininen (Palgrave 
MacMillan, 2016), 12-34, p. 29 
8 Ekaterina Klimenko, Russia’s Arctic Security Policy: Still Quiet in the High North?, SIPRI (SIPRI, 2016), 
https://www.sipri.org/publications/2016/sipri-policy-papers/russias-arctic-security-policy-still-quiet-high-
north. p.34-35 
9 Ibid 

10.1111/j.1468-2346.2009.00858.x
https://www.sipri.org/publications/2016/sipri-policy-papers/russias-arctic-security-policy-still-quiet-high-north
https://www.sipri.org/publications/2016/sipri-policy-papers/russias-arctic-security-policy-still-quiet-high-north
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win and “represents “an arena of competition, a line of attack in conflict, a vital area 

holding many … natural resources, and a platform for global power projection.”10 

DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS 

Arctic Region  

As this work’s sole focus, it seems apt to precisely demarcate the scope of the region at 

hand. As one of the Earth’s two polar regions, the Artic Circle straddles the crown of the 

world beginning at 66°30′ degrees north. This latitude denotes the most southernly point at 

which the sun does not set on a summer’s day. However, this definition is a little clinical for 

the purposes of this paper, which will extend the term to include the entirety of Alaska, the 

Bering Strait, and perhaps contentiously, the Greenland, Iceland, United Kingdom Gap (GIUK 

GAP). Though, strictly speaking, these areas lie outside Arctic Circle, I would contend that 

the role they play in the region is so critical to successfully understanding the wider policies 

and decisions affecting the region that to leave them out on the basis of a technicality would 

be deeply unwise.  

Defensive realism 

Defensive Realism forms one of the two main branches of thought that have stemmed from 

Kenneth Waltz’s seminal neorealist text “The Theory of International Politics.” Like its 

theoretical sibling, offensive realism, defensive realism begins with several precepts that 

inform its outlook on the world:11 

 
10 Jen Evans, “The History and Future of Arctic State Conflict: The Arctic Institute Conflict Series,” The Arctic 
Institute, May 25, 2021, https://www.thearcticinstitute.org/the-history-and-future-of-arctic-state-conflict-the-
arctic-institute-conflict-series/. 
11 John Mearsheimer, “The False Promise of International Institutions,” International Security 19, no. 3 (2009): 
5, 49, http://www.guillaumenicaise.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/mearsheimer_The-False-Promise-of-
International-Institutions.pdf. p.8 

https://www.thearcticinstitute.org/the-history-and-future-of-arctic-state-conflict-the-arctic-institute-conflict-series/
https://www.thearcticinstitute.org/the-history-and-future-of-arctic-state-conflict-the-arctic-institute-conflict-series/
http://www.guillaumenicaise.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/mearsheimer_The-False-Promise-of-International-Institutions.pdf
http://www.guillaumenicaise.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/mearsheimer_The-False-Promise-of-International-Institutions.pdf
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1)  Every state has to varying extents the capacity to conduct offensive military actions 

that can harm or even obliterate other states, akin to a group of strangers being 

sealed in a room with loaded pistols. Some may have two pistols or even a whole 

brace of them, but even the lowliest of the group has something capable of going 

bang. 

2)  That the realm of international relations is one of brutal anarchy, in this sealed room, 

there exists no referee or higher power ready to mete out justice and resolve any 

disputes that may arise between the people.  

3)  That states can never be sure of each other’s intentions, present or future. Even if 

the room appears friendly and cooperative, the risk of falling victim to an unseen 

scheme is ever-present, the pistols remain loaded and ready to fire  

4)   All states, at the most primal level, are driven by a desire to continue their 

existence. Thus, though being trapped in the room is a nightmare, it's preferable to 

non-existence.  

5)   Finally, all the states are rational actors, capable of using the information available 

to them to develop survival strategies, though that information may be wrong or 

incomplete at times.  

The crux of defensive realism is that it posits that states, by and large, seek to maximise 

their security as opposed to their power and, due to a strong sense of loss aversion, seek to 

maintain the balance of power.12 In this vein, defensive realists believe that states perceive 

military conquests to be costly affairs and very rarely worth the effort they require. Viewing 

these principles in isolation gives the impression that as most states have little interest in 

 
12 Jeffrey Taliaferro, “Security under Anarchy: Defensive Realism Reconsidered,” International Security 25, no. 
3 (2000), https://sci-hub.hkvisa.net/10.2307/2626708. p.139 

https://sci-hub.hkvisa.net/10.2307/2626708
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seeking to establish themselves as hegemons, instead preferring to preserve a rough parity 

with their competitors, conflict between states should be a rare thing. Unfortunately, a brief 

glance at almost any point in human history would present a rather compelling counter-

argument.  

The fact that a state can, even in the best of situations, never be entirely sure about another 

state’s intentions means they are pulled inescapably into the security dilemma just by dint 

of existing. What this dilemma entails is that entirely benign and legitimate actions taken by 

a state to increase its own security are likely to cause other states to feel, rightly or wrongly, 

that their own security has been diminished by some measure, thereby forcing them to take 

measures of their own to rectify the balance. Thus, two states that have no ill intentions 

towards each other can find themselves locked into an intractable and escalating situation.  

This paper has been written with the first four of these tenets firmly in mind, guiding the 

thrust of its analysis. However, this author prefers to adjust the fifth of these theoretical 

cornerstones; rather than considering every actor to be rational, the assumption is made 

that every actor believes themselves to be rational. Though this may seem like a small 

difference, it offers a far more interesting framework from which to analyse decision-

making. The people who make up the body of the state, the civil servants, the politicians, all 

the various ilks that play a role in the decision-making processes, all of them likely believe 

themselves to be completely and whole-heartedly rational. However, the reality of the 

situation is that these people, like everyone else, are a bubbling stew of experiences, 

prejudices, biases, and good old-fashioned ignorances. All of which makes what precisely 

constitutes a “rational” belief or an action almost entirely idiosyncratic; the conspiracy 

theorist who believes that government can read his thoughts unless he wears his special 
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tinfoil hat is operating completely rationally within the context of his own reality. As such, 

nations who see constant schemes and plots in the actions of their competitors, despite 

evidence to the contrary, can also be considered “rational” within a certain frame of 

reference.  

The Science  

Before one can tackle the likely geopolitical outcomes of global warming in the Arctic circle, 

it is first necessary to understand what the general scientific consensus is regarding the 

future of the Arctic climate. Thus, the following section will seek to examine a broad the 

current state of research on the topic and seek to establish a broad overview of the 

situation.  

What almost all reputable climatologists agree on is that the Arctic region is the fastest-

warming region13 and has experienced the greatest mean temperature rise on the planet, 

with current average temperatures hitting three times those that occurred in the 1970s. 

Until very recently, the region was expected to reach temperatures of up to 10 degrees 

above the 1985-2014 average by the end of the 21st century.14 Despite the scale and speed 

of the warming taking place, the Arctic was not expected to experience an iceless summer 

until 2065, provided the world managed to keep the global average temperature increase to 

1.5 degrees as laid out by the Paris Agreement with only the so-called RCP8.5 high emissions 

 
13 Ziyi Cai et al., “Arctic Warming Revealed by Multiple CMIP6 Models: Evaluation of Historical Simulations and 
Quantification of Future Projection Uncertainties,” Journal of Climate, March 19, 2021, 1–52, 
https://doi.org/10.1175/jcli-d-20-0791.1. 
14 Working Group of the Arctic Council, “Arctic Climate Change Update 2021: Key Trends and Impacts Summary 
for Policy-Makers Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme,” May 20, 2021, 
https://www.amap.no/documents/download/6759/inline. 

10.1175/jcli-d-20-0791.1
https://www.amap.no/documents/download/6759/inline
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scenario15, in which the world fails to reduce its carbon emissions by an appreciable level, 

leading to a no summer ice scenario in the mid-2030s.1617 

However, recent studies have demonstrated that even the most pessimistic of previous 

climate models have likely drastically underestimated the rate of change within the Arctic 

Circle and the effect of the various feedback loops, such as Arctic Amplification18 and the 

region’s decreasing albedo which has led to less of the sun’s energy being reflected back 

into space. These poorly understood interactions appear to be causing the situation to enter 

a spiral dive towards an increasingly bleak prospects.  

Whereas some earlier estimates had initially predicted ice-free Arctic summers by 205019 at 

the earliest, these have since been revaluated and found deeply wanting.  In some of the 

recent literature on the topic, the first ice-free summer has been predicted to occur in 2035, 

even in the moderate emission reduction scenarios generally considered to be realistic.20  

However, as of 2021, the figure has been revised down again, with newer and significantly 

more sophisticated climate models pointing towards an impending future where Arctic 

summers become largely or completely ice-free as early as 2030.21  

 
15 Zeke Hausfather, “The High-Emissions ‘RCP8.5’ Global Warming Scenario,” Natural, August 20, 2019, 
https://www.carbonbrief.org/explainer-the-high-emissions-rcp8-5-global-warming-scenario. 
16 Maria-Vittoria Guarino et al., “Sea-Ice-Free Arctic during the Last Interglacial Supports Fast Future Loss,” 
Nature Climate Change 10, no. 10 (August 10, 2020): 928–32, p.931 
17 Tom Prater, “Interactive: When Will the Arctic See Its First Ice-Free Summer?,” Carbonbrief.org, 2019, 
https://interactive.carbonbrief.org/when-will-the-arctic-see-its-first-ice-free-summer/. 
18 “Arctic Amplification,” Nasa.gov (NASA Earth Observatory, May 26, 2013), 
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/81214/arctic-amplification. 
19 “Climate Change 2021 Working Group I Contribution to the Sixth Assessment Report of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change” (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2021), 
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGI_SPM_final.pdf. p.16 
20  Maria-Vittoria Guarino et al., p.931 
21 Francis X. Diebold and Glenn D. Rudebusch, “Probability Assessments of an Ice-Free Arctic: Comparing 
Statistical and Climate Model Projections,” Journal of Econometrics, January 2021,  

https://www.carbonbrief.org/explainer-the-high-emissions-rcp8-5-global-warming-scenario
https://interactive.carbonbrief.org/when-will-the-arctic-see-its-first-ice-free-summer/
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/81214/arctic-amplification
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGI_SPM_final.pdf
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Hesselbjerg Christensen et al.’s 2020 paper concurs with these newer models; the team 

compared modern Arctic Sea ice decline to that which occurred during prehistoric 

Dansgaard–Oeschger (DO) events around Greenland.22 These events are categorised as 

periods in which abrupt and significant warming occurs.  

Christensen’s team found strong links between the DO events and rapid and massive losses 

of Arctic Sea ice. They go on to add that similar trends are underway in the modern era, 

indicating that both the rate of ice loss and temperature averages are likely to increase 

rapidly in the coming years. Christensen’s paper does acknowledge that the mechanisms 

driving the climatic shift in the two periods are different, particularly in how the water in the 

many areas of the Arctic has remained stratified in the modern era, unlike during the DO 

events, essentially keeping warm Atlantic saltwater separate from the fresh ice-water.23 

However, they raise the alarm concerning evidence that indicates that regions that have 

typically possessed stable stratification are now demonstrating signs of mixing and heat 

transfer between the oceanic layers.24    

All this reiterates the fact that the climate models have historically systemically and grossly 

underestimated the rate of change possible regarding temperature and sea ice coverage in 

the Arctic.  

Another 2020 paper produced around the same time by M V Guarino et al. at the University 

of Leeds came to similarly bleak conclusions, using data from the Last Inter-Glacial (LIG) 

period that occurred roughly 100,000 years ago and running it through the latest generation 

 
22 Eystein Jansen et al., “Past Perspectives on the Present Era of Abrupt Arctic Climate Change,” Nature Climate 
Change 10, no. 8 (July 29, 2020): 714–21, https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-020-0860-7. p.1 
23 Ibid p.3 
24 Ibid 

10.1038/s41558-020-0860-7
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of predictive climate models (HadGEM3). The models’ outcomes indicate that as sea-ice 

continues to diminish and albedo of the area is reduced, Arctic air temperatures will see 

further rises, exacerbating the situation as another feedback loop becomes established, 

leading to even further reductions in total ice coverage, until long-standing multiyear ice 

simply ceases to exist as a phenomenon.25 

Thus, it seems fair to conclude that we can expect the ice-free Arctic summers sooner rather 

than later, and far sooner at that.  

This thesis will work on the assumption laid out by Guarino and Christensen on the basis 

that while it is conceivable that both studies are incorrect in their conclusions, the prevailing 

trend in climate science has been to shorten the time scales required for us to reach 

catastrophic tipping points rather than lengthening them.  

Furthermore, despite the global community promising to take firm and decisive action in 

order to combat climate change in the near future, the targets as currently set out seem far 

too unambitious and long-term to effect the necessary reductions.  Even the goal to restrain 

global temperature rises to 1.5 degrees above their pre-industrial level as laid out by the 

2015 Paris Agreement are generally regarded as far too little to change the trajectory that 

the Arctic’s climate is on.  

From hence forth, this thesis will be based on two broad axioms that will guide its line of 

questioning and reasoning:  

 

 
25 Guarino, M.V et al., p.931 
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A)  The Arctic will be largely ice-free during the summer months very shortly, 

perhaps even before the end of the decade.  

 

B)  Due to this uncertainty, there could be a sudden geopolitical shift in the 

region before the invested actors are ready for it.  

 

History of Geopolitics in the Arctic Circle 

Before we can cast ourselves into a discussion regarding the Arctic’s current geopolitical 

state, it seems wise to first get a firm grasp on its role throughout human history in order to 

better understand its historic role as a geopolitical theatre.  

For the vast mass of recorded human history, the Arctic realm, due to its harsh and often 

lethal climate, has manifested itself as something of a terra incognita, a gargantuan tract of 

mysterious and almost unknowable space.  

This is, of course, total nonsense as people’s native to the lands within the Arctic circle have 

inhabited and survived, if not thrived, there for thousands of years.  

However, these indigenous cultures have never been the movers and shakers of the wider 

world in any sphere, be it political, economic, or otherwise. As such, this author will risk 

adopting a somewhat Eurocentric perspective and instead chart the penetration and usage 

of the Arctic by the world’s great powers who, it seems fair to say, were the prime actors 

who dictated the flow of international politics from the early 1600s to the end of the 20 th 

century.   
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As a result of the vicious climate, the Arctic did not make an appearance on the chessboard 

of geopolitics until the early 17th century, and even then, its role was a rather minor one, 

with “the elusiveness of evident state interests”26 being the defining feature of the region. 

However, despite this, the European powers supporting their traders in the region seeking 

to exploit its material riches still occasionally violently locked horns on some issues in the 

area, mainly on the hunting rights and the right to tax the hunters themselves, though 

usually not to any great consequence.27  

However, as the centuries ticked towards the modern-day, the Arctic took on a special role 

in the imaginations of explorers and adventurers, who sought to discover the ever-elusive 

northern route to the Orient that would allow them to bypass the months-long journey 

around the Cape of Good Hope situated on the southern extent of the African continent. 

These attempts met with failure after failure as ships found themselves wrecked on the ice, 

lost to the tumultuous sea, or simply forced to try to survive the bitter winters on land 

whilst awaiting a break in the ice. It was not until the latter half of the 19 th century that 

Adolf Erik Nordenskiöld, a Finnish-Swedish scientist managed28 to struggle his way through 

the Northeast Passage. The Northwest Passage remained unconquered, famously claiming 

John Franklin’s expedition in 184529 until the turn of the 20th century when Norwegian 

explorer Roald Amundsen managed to successfully navigate the ice.30   

 
26 Rolf Tamnes and Sven G. Holtsmarks, “The Geopolitics of the Arctic in a Historical Perspective,” in Geopolitics 
and Security in the Arctic: Regional Dynamics in a Global World, ed. Rolf Tamnes and Kristine Offerdal (London 
; New York: Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2016), p. 12-48, pp. 13 
27 R. Tamnes and S. G. Holtsmark, p.15 
28 Encyclopedia Britannica, “Adolf Erik, Baron Nordenskiöld | Swedish Explorer | Britannica,” 
www.britannica.com, July 1998, https://www.britannica.com/biography/Adolf-Erik-Baron-Nordenskiold. 
29 Immortalised by the Canadian folk singer, Stan Rogers  
30 Royal Musuems Greenwich, “Roald Amundsen North-West Passage Expedition 1903–06,” www.rmg.co.uk, 
2021, https://www.rmg.co.uk/stories/topics/roald-amundsen-north-west-passage-expedition-1903-06. 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Adolf-Erik-Baron-Nordenskiold
https://www.rmg.co.uk/stories/topics/roald-amundsen-north-west-passage-expedition-1903-06
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Alongside these navigational pushes into the Arctic, territory came a far more concerted 

effort to exploit the wealth of the northern territories, with both Russia, the US, and Norway 

beginning to extract valuables, such as coal and gold, on an unprecedented scale. 31  

The Arctic’s real entry onto the geopolitical stage can be found in the First World War, 

wherein supply convoys were sent by the western allied powers via Russia’s northern coast 

and the Barents Sea in order to limit their vulnerability to commerce raiding from German 

U-boats. This support began in 1914, not long after the outbreak of general war in Europe, 

and expanded greatly as the war dragged on and Russia’s ability to fight flagged.  However, 

in 1918 in the wake of the Russian revolution and the beginnings of the spiral dive that led 

to Russia’s exit from the European conflict and into a state of civil war, a more symbolic 

event took place with the landings of Allied forces in an attempt to secure the stockpiles in 

the port cities of Murmansk and Archangelsk to prevent them from falling into German 

hands. As time passed, the priority shifted to supporting the Czechoslovak Legion that had 

managed to secure significant swathes of Russian railroad and some Siberian cities in the 

midst of the fighting.32 The rest of the tale is the topic of another paper but suffice to say, 

the deployment of foreign troops onto Russian soil from the previously unassailable North 

shifted the Arctic from space with little strategic value to a possible front, however minor.  

However, even in the years preceding the First World War, political realities had begun to 

seep oil-like into the Arctic Circle. Following the cessation of hostilities on the Western 

Front, the interwar period saw several Arctic nations look to plant their figurative flag in the 

frozen earth and formalize their Arctic territories. Much to the consternation of the United 

 
31 James MacAdam, “The Arctic Coal Rush Spitsbergen and the British Imagination 1910-1920” (Master’s 
Thesis, 2011) p.6 
32 Robert Dziak, “The Czechoslovak Legions in World War One” (Marine Corps University, 2012). 
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States, though they were not so appalled by acts as to swear off the practice themselves as 

they made a claim of their own in 1924.  Concurrently, Canada and the Soviet Union passed 

laws of their own in 1925 and 1926, respectively, conclusively establishing their own writ in 

the high north.33  

The Arctic once again became a vital supply line in the Second World War, with enormous 

quantities of lend-lease materials being brought across the Atlantic and into the same 

northern ports of Murmansk and Archangelsk.  

Yet, as the embers of the Second World War became the Cold War’s kindling, the Arctic 

finally matured into a truly crucial strategic and geopolitical space.  In most literature, it is 

usually dubbed as the northern flank of the struggle between the superpowers, but this fails 

to capture the true extent of its relevance. This is in part due to the failure of the Mercator 

map projection that most are familiar with where the US and Soviet Union seem to stare 

menacingly across the Atlantic and Pacific at one another, the West versus the East. The 

Mercator map fails to capture the reality of the situation, if one instead sees the world 

projected as in the Dymaxion projection or the Polar Azimuthal projection, looking down as 

if suspended above the North Pole, a different reality appears, with the Cold War instead of 

being a conflict between the two sides of the Arctic Ocean. As the distance between the 

superpowers was shortest across the Arctic Sea, this is the path that first the strategic 

bombers of both the superpowers would have taken and then later the flight path of their 

legions of intercontinental ballistic missiles. Furthermore, in order to successfully defend 

Europe from any kind of Soviet advance, the sea lines of communication had to remain 

 
33 Dmitri Trenin and Pavel Baev, “The Arctic: A View from Moscow” (Carnagie Endowment for International 
Peace, 2010), https://carnegieendowment.org/files/arctic_cooperation.pdf. 

https://carnegieendowment.org/files/arctic_cooperation.pdf
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open, necessitating the GIUK gap and the north of Norway be a formidable line of defense 

against a potential Soviet naval breakout into the Atlantic that could threaten to ship 

between North America and Europe. 

As a result of this, the Arctic became home to a vast array of early warning radar systems, 

airbases, naval facilities alongside significant submarine activity, forming each superpower's 

hidden nuclear arsenal. Rolf Tamnes and Sven G. Holtsmark point out “attention to the 

north was not caused by rivalry over strategic resources”34 and instead resulted from the 

interplay of geography and technology.35 However, one should not take that to mean that 

the Arctic was somehow a subsidiary geopolitical theatre. Rather that it had become a 

lynchpin and perhaps the most critical strategic area on the planet36 in terms of the 

superpower’s defense and global ambitions, which should be surprising considering the 

hostility of the environment and the relative lack of economic investment in the region at 

the time.   

For much of the period since the fall of the Soviet Union, Arctic tensions seem to have fallen 

away, with the Arctic being heralded as one of the most peaceful and generally cooperative 

regions on the planet. International bodies such as the Arctic Council, formed in 1996, are in 

place to encourage negotiation and successful cooperation between the eight Arctic states, 

namely the US, Russia, Norway, Finland, Sweden, Canada, Iceland, and Denmark.37 In recent 

years, the organisation has expanded over the years to include several observer states, 

 
34 R. Tamnes and S. G. Holtsmark, p.21 
35 Ibid, p.22 
36 “Murkowski Commends Air Force’s Arctic Strategy | U.S. Senator Lisa Murkowski of Alaska,” Office of Lisa 
Murkowski, Senator for Alaska, July 21, 2020, https://www.murkowski.senate.gov/press/release/murkowski-
commends-air-forces-arctic-strategy. 
37 “Declaration of the Establishment of the Arctic Council, Joint Communique of the Governments of the Artic 
Countries on the Establishment of the Arctic Council” (Arctic Council, 1996), https://oaarchive.arctic-
council.org/bitstream/handle/11374/85/EDOCS-1752-v2-
ACMMCA00_Ottawa_1996_Founding_Declaration.PDF?sequence=5&isAllowed=y. 

https://www.murkowski.senate.gov/press/release/murkowski-commends-air-forces-arctic-strategy
https://www.murkowski.senate.gov/press/release/murkowski-commends-air-forces-arctic-strategy
https://oaarchive.arctic-council.org/bitstream/handle/11374/85/EDOCS-1752-v2-ACMMCA00_Ottawa_1996_Founding_Declaration.PDF?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://oaarchive.arctic-council.org/bitstream/handle/11374/85/EDOCS-1752-v2-ACMMCA00_Ottawa_1996_Founding_Declaration.PDF?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://oaarchive.arctic-council.org/bitstream/handle/11374/85/EDOCS-1752-v2-ACMMCA00_Ottawa_1996_Founding_Declaration.PDF?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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including China.38 Likewise, the loose-knit Arctic Five, made up of Canada, Denmark, 

Norway, Russia, and the United States, has also played a part in fostering interstate 

cooperation since the end of the Cold War.  

The 1990s saw Russia struggle to maintain a cohesive Arctic policy as it fought to stabilise 

various economic and social crises in the region brought about by the region’s relative over-

development as a result of its importance to the Soviet command economy.39  However, this 

co-operation in the Arctic presented a chance for the West and the now Russian Federation 

to begin to see eye-to-eye on a variety of issues after decades of potentially apocalyptic 

hostility, despite some periods of less than full commitment40. With the Arctic Council 

gradually flowering into Russia’s primary vehicle for conducting regional diplomacy.41 

Despite this, some critiques have been leveled at Arctic Council as a tool for regional 

cooperation due to its mandate explicitly excluding any military matters, an issue that we 

will tackle in a later section of the paper.  

As the millennium came and went, the overall mood of the Arctic remained one of 

cooperative spirit even in the face of some warnings from some camps regarding the 

possibility of increased tensions in the region.42 Most disputes between the Arctic powers, 

though often massive in scope, have so far been fairly benign, being resolved within the law, 

particularly the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) when it has 

 
38 Matt McGrath, “China Joins Arctic Council but a Decision on the EU Is Deferred,” BBC News, May 15, 2013, 
sec. Science & Environment, https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-22527822. 
39 Elana Wilson Rowe and Helge Blakkisrud, “A Normal Great Power? Russia and the Arctic,” Policy Options 
(Institute for Research of Public Policy, May 2013), https://policyoptions.irpp.org/magazines/arctic-visions/a-
normal-great-power-russia-and-the-arctic/. 
40 Ibid 
41 Eugene Rumer, Richard Sokolsky, and Paul Stronski, “Russia in the Arctic: A Critical Examination” (Carnagie 
Endowment for International Peace, March 2021), p.7 
https://carnegieendowment.org/files/Rumer_et_al_Russia_in_the_Arctic.pdf. 
42 Oran R. Young, “Whither the Arctic? Conflict or Cooperation in the Circumpolar North,” Polar Record 45, no. 
1 (January 2009): 73–82, https://doi.org/10.1017/s0032247408007791 p. 74 

https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-22527822
https://policyoptions.irpp.org/magazines/arctic-visions/a-normal-great-power-russia-and-the-arctic/
https://policyoptions.irpp.org/magazines/arctic-visions/a-normal-great-power-russia-and-the-arctic/
https://carnegieendowment.org/files/Rumer_et_al_Russia_in_the_Arctic.pdf
10.1017/s0032247408007791
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come to disputes regarding nations’ sovereignty over the ocean and seabed.43 Though 

Russia has sought to challenge rulings that have so far denied to them vast, sweeping tracts 

of the Arctic Ocean.44 

 Likewise, the US and Canada are embroiled in a long-running dispute over the status of the 

Northwest Passage, which the successive Canadian governments have held are internal 

waters, and as such, undisputedly part of Canada’s domain. A view that an interpretation of 

the UNCLOS would seem to agree with.45 However, the US has argued that the Passage 

constitutes an international strait through which ships, both civilian and military, of every 

UN member should be allowed to pass through unimpeded.46 The issue was “settled” by the 

1988 Arctic Co-operation Agreement as both sides agreed to disagree on the matter and 

declined to escalate it any further.47 However, as the sea ice has retreated to ever higher 

latitudes and the Northwest Passage has become increasingly navigable by vessels without 

the support of specialised icebreakers, flickerings of disagreement have begun to surface 

once again with both China and Russia also beginning to eye the passage and its future 

status.48 China’s gaze has been drawn to the Arctic region over the past two decades, going 

as far, with a brazen disregard for reality, to declare itself a “near-Arctic” state.49 This 

 
43 Victoria Herrmann and Andreas Raspotnik, “A Quick Start Guide to the Law of the Seas in the Arctic” (The 
Arctic Institute, February 10, 2016), https://www.thearcticinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/TAI-
Quick-Start-to-UNCLOS.pdf. 
44 E. Rumer, R. Sokolsky, and P. Stronski, p.7 
45 Daniel Steinfeld, “The U.S. - Canada Northwest Passage Dispute,” Brown Political Review, April 8, 2020, 
https://brownpoliticalreview.org/2020/04/the-u-s-canada-northwest-passage-dispute/. 
46 Ibid 
47 Donald Rothwell, “The Canadian-U.S. Northwest Passage Dispute: A Reassessment,” Cornell International 
Law Journal 26, no. 2 (1993), 
https://scholarship.law.cornell.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&arti
cle=1309&context=cilj. 
48 “China Sets Its Sights on the Northwest Passage as a Potential Trade Boon,” The Guardian, April 20, 2016, 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/apr/20/china-northwest-passage-trade-route-shipping-guide. 
49 US Office of the Secretary of Defense, “Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments 
Involving the People’s Republic of China,” 2020, https://media.defense.gov/2020/Sep/01/2002488689/-1/-
1/1/2020-DOD-CHINA-MILITARY-POWER-REPORT-FINAL.PDF p.132 
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burgeoning involvement with Arctic affairs has been instigated by a variety of factors, 

including energy security and economic opportunities. One of which is that the opening of 

the Northwest Passage could slash the travel times of some international shipping routes by 

up to 20 days.50   

On the opposite side of the Arctic Ocean, a similar story is emerging in the Northeast 

Passage, running along Russia’s northern coast. The significant investments going into the 

region in an attempt to make it a more amiable route for international shipping, a plan with 

potentially far-reaching consequences that we shall tackle in due time.    

Thus, this brings us to near enough our contemporary times, which as this paper will seek to 

demonstrate, form the beginning of a new kind of global engagement in the Arctic region 

with the great powers of the world intertwining themselves tighter and tighter with the 

region. Furthermore, even this brief and necessarily limited overview of the region should 

cast some doubt on the assertions of some authors who have labeled the Arctic as a bastion 

of cooperative efforts between nations.  

 

CURRENT AND FUTURE POLICIES AND STANCES 

The 2019 Centre for International and Strategic Studies categorised the US’ approach to the 

Arctic as “stagnant,”51 with the general stance of the US government not being that much 

different from twenty years ago, despite the rapid onset of change.52 As a result of chronic 

 
50  
51 Heather Conley and Matthew Melino, “The Implications of U.S. Policy Stagnation toward the Arctic Region” 
(Center for Strategic and International Studies, May 2019), https://csis-website-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-
public/publication/191009_ConleyMelino.pdf p.2 
52 Ibid, p.3 

https://csis-website-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/publication/191009_ConleyMelino.pdf
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underinvestment5354 in many key areas and profound lack of interest from most politicians, 

other than those who represent the area.    

This section seeks to examine the US’ most recent policy papers and actions in the region to 

understand whether or not any notable shift in policies has occurred over the past half-

decade in the face of rapid climatic changes across the region and the gaze of other great 

powers being drawn towards the region.   

US Arctic Economic Policies 

Understanding the US’ approach to economic matters in the Arctic region is a rather difficult 

proposition; unlike Russia, US administrations come and go regularly. As these 

administrations enter and leave power, often the same is true of the policies that they have 

instituted with the new government keen to get to work on fixing the perceived issues in 

their own way. This section will seek to explore whether or not there have been any major 

swings in how the US has approached economic policy in the Arctic over the course of the 

last decade.  

Though the jury is still out on the Obama’s administrations record in the Arctic, it is fair to 

suggest that while some decisions were taken that would be detrimental to the Arctic’s 

environmental security55 , in some cases directly promises that were made on the campaign 

trail, particularly those surrounding oil drilling off the Alaskan coastline.56 It is undeniable, 

 
53 Congressional Research Service, “Changes in the Arctic: Background and Issues for Congress” (Congressional 
Research Service, October 12, 2021), https://sgp.fas.org/crs/misc/R41153.pdf p.58 
54 Paal Sigurd Hilde, “Armed Forces and Security Challenges in the Arctic,” in Geopolitics and Security in the 
Arctic Regional Dynamics in a Global World, ed. Rofl Tamnes and Kristine Offerdal (147-165: Routledge, 2014) 
p.149 
55 Richard Clifford, “What Is Obama’s Arctic Legacy?” The Polar Connection, August 25, 2016, 
https://polarconnection.org/obama-arctic-legacy/. 
56 Suzanne Goldenberg, “Barack Obama Reverses Campaign Promise and Approves Offshore Drilling,” The 
Guardian, March 31, 2010, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/mar/31/barack-obama-drilling-
offshore-approves. 
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however, that whilst economic considerations were a necessary factor in policy planning, 

the main thrust of Obama-era governmental Arctic policy was generally more concerned 

with limiting the development of the US' Arctic resources to as great an extent as was 

politically possible as opposed to encouraging it.57 The administration’s approach to 

expanding Alaskan oil drilling was indicative of the necessary duality of this approach. The 

decision taken in 2015 to allow Royal Dutch Shell to make explorative moves in the region in 

the view of expanding their operations in the area was predicated on a pervasive desire to 

reduce the US’ reliance on foreign oil, which had become viewed as a threat to national 

security.58  

That being said, this proved to be short-lived as it was quickly followed in 2016 by a two-

year ban on drilling59, a move aimed to limit the feared damage the incoming Trump 

presidency could do to the region given his loudly professed scepticism as to the existence 

of anthropogenic climate change. Furthermore, the US and Canada released a joint 

statement in the same year that reaffirmed earlier goals relating to the preservation of the 

Arctic as a relatively untouched environment.  Both states committed to “protecting at least 

17% of land areas and 10% of marine areas [in their respective Arctic territories] by 2020”60 

and expressed an intent to “substantially surpass these national goals in the coming 

years.”61 However, this commitment was twinned with the following paragraph that 

promised the building of what the two states referred to as a “sustainable Arctic 

 
57 Katherine Bagley, “Obama Walks a Fine Line on Climate in Alaska, and so Do Alaskans,” Inside Climate News, 
September 1, 2015, https://insideclimatenews.org/news/01092015/obama-walks-fine-line-climate-alaska-
shell-drilling-arctic/. 
58 R. Clifford 
59 Ibid 
60 “U.S-Canada Joint Statement on Climate, Energy, and Arctic Leadership,” Government of Canada, March 10, 
2016, https://pm.gc.ca/en/news/statements/2016/03/10/us-canada-joint-statement-climate-energy-and-
arctic-leadership. 
61 Ibid  
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economy.”62 The anticipated cornerstones of which were expected to be “low impact 

shipping corridors…abundant Arctic fish…[and a]…science-based approach to oil and gas.”63 

It is important to note that the statement demonstrates that the US was at the time strongly 

in favour of a continuation of a rules-based Arctic environment, driven mostly by strong 

interstate co-operative efforts. This is especially noticeable in the discussion of the 

establishment of new Arctic fisheries, where the two states call for a complete ban on 

unregulated fisheries so as to preserve the biodiversity of the region. However, it should be 

noted that this statement was published at the very end of the Obama era, thus perhaps 

representing more a set of hopes for the future rather than any firm policy outline.   

 Although one might assume the Trump-era of Arctic policy to be one of wholesale rollback 

of protective environmental regulations intended to preserve the Arctic. However, this was 

not entirely the case. Additionally, in keeping with the US government’s then 

characteristically chaotic approach from early 2017, there was no government official 

responsible for the planning of the US’ Arctic policies, a situation that was partially rectified 

in 2019 with the release of the administration’s overarching Arctic policy but it was not until 

mid-2020 that Jim DeHart was appointed as policy co-ordinator for the region, ending the 

policy vacuum that had occurred.64 However, those policies that did arise in 2019 were very 

lacking in details as to precisely how the US intended to tap into the region’s vast economic 

wealth. Two projects that were explicitly mentioned by government officials were the 

expansion of Alaskan gas and oil extraction65 and moves to cooperate with the Greenlandic 
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63 U.S-Canada Joint Statement on Climate, Energy, and Arctic Leadership 
64 Timothy Gardner, “U.S. Appoints Coordinator for Arctic Policy as Mineral Race Heats Up,” Reuters, July 29, 
2020, sec. Environment, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-arctic-idUSKCN24U336. 
65 Yereth Rosen, “U.S. Vows First Oil Lease Sale in Alaska Arctic Refuge This Year,” Reuters, May 31, 2019, sec. 
Commodities, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-alaska-oil-refuge/u-s-vows-first-oil-lease-sale-in-alaska-
arctic-refuge-this-year-idUSKCN1T1011. 
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government in the future mining of raw materials on the island.66 Outside of this, the Trump 

administration instead chose to place a strong emphasis on addressing the security 

implications of Russia's militarisation of the Arctic space and containing China’s probing 

attempts to invest in the region and insert itself as a near-Arctic power.67 Indeed, even the 

partnership signed with Greenland has noticeable overtones of an attempt to mitigate the 

growing Chinese influence in Greenlandic affairs68 as a result of their own investments in 

new rare-earth mines near the southern town of Narsaq.  

(ADD BIT ABOUT TRUMP AND CANADA NORTHWEST PASSAGE) 

As further evidence of the incredibly haphazard nature of the Trump government’s attitude 

to the exploitation of the Arctic, despite discussing opening up Alaska to new drilling 

operations within months of his ascension to the presidency, it was not until 2021, in the 

dying days of his presidency that a successful attempt to make it a reality was made. Rights 

to drill in the previously protected environs of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge were sold 

to companies mere days before the inauguration of Joe Biden.69 However, in light of the low 

value of oil, the auction received little interest from the oil industry as a whole, who were 

keen on exploring other avenues and put off by the minimal infrastructure in the Alaskan 

 
66 “Joint Greenland–U.S. Technical Engagement,” (Government of Greenland, June 5, 2019), 
https://naalakkersuisut.gl/en/Naalakkersuisut/News/2019/06/0506_aftale. 
67 Rebecca Pincus, “Trump’s New Arctic Policy Has a Familiar Ring,” Defense One, June 11, 2019, 
https://www.defenseone.com/ideas/2019/06/trumps-new-arctic-policy-has-familiar-ring/157622/. 
68 Jacob Gronholt-Pedersen, “Greenland Prepares Legislation to Halt Large Rare-Earth Mine,” Reuters, 
September 17, 2021, sec. Environment, https://www.reuters.com/business/environment/greenland-prepares-
legislation-halt-large-rare-earth-mine-2021-09-17/. 
69 Henry Fountain, “Trump Administration, in Late Push, Moves to Sell Oil Rights in Arctic Refuge,” The New 
York Times, November 16, 2020, sec. Climate, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/16/climate/trump-oil-
drilling-alaska.html. 
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wilderness, with only the Alaska Industrial Development and Industrial Authority, a state-

run body organisation, submitting any bids.70  

Thus, we move into the era of Arctic economic policy that has occurred under President 

Biden’s stewardship. Within five months of taking the presidency, Biden countermanded the 

previous administration’s last gasp move to allow for drilling in the Arctic National Wildlife 

Refuge.71 This was perhaps more a political stunt than a bold move to protect the Arctic 

environment as drilling appeared to be unwanted by almost everyone (except perhaps the 

non-indigenous Alaskan people who were buoyed by the prospect of new investments in 

the region).72 Question marks hang over whether President Biden would have taken such 

decisive action had the oil industry already committed to the region. Elsewhere in Alaska, 

one major Alaskan oil project situated close to the former Naval Petroleum Reserve was 

given the go-ahead73 until it was scuppered for the foreseeable future by a legal campaign 

brought about by the indigenous people of the area.74 Furthermore, Royal Dutch Shell 

expressed renewed interest in the prospecting for further Arctic oil deposits and is set to 

begin drilling in West Harrison Bay of Alaska’s north coast in 2023.75 

2021 also saw the signing of the Central Arctic Ocean Fisheries Agreement in June, 

something that had been in an embryonic form as early as 2008, with three different US 

 
70 “Trump Auction for Arctic Oil Rights Sees Little Interest,” BBC News, January 6, 2021, sec. Business, 
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Alaska,” High North News, October 21, 2021, https://www.highnorthnews.com/en/biden-administration-
wont-appeal-court-ruling-blocking-north-slope-oil-project-alaska. 
75 Malte Humpert, “Shell Plans to Resume Offshore Oil and Gas Exploration in Arctic Alaska,” High North News, 
September 23, 2020, https://www.highnorthnews.com/en/shell-plans-resume-offshore-oil-and-gas-
exploration-arctic-alaska. 
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administrations playing a role in its negotiations.76 This treaty signed between Canada, 

China, Denmark, the European Union, Iceland, Japan, Norway, Russia, South Korea, and the 

United States sets out to prohibit commercial fishing in the Arctic’s international waters past 

the 200-mile exclusive economic zones of the various Arctic nations. Prior to this agreement, 

no fishing operations had occurred in the region due to it regularly being wholly covered by 

sea ice. With the Arctic set to experience ice-free summers by 2035, the Central Arctic 

Ocean is likely to become an increasingly enticing prospect for commercial fishing as fish 

populations migrate into the warming polar waters that have yet to suffer from the systemic 

overfishing suffered by 90% of other areas.77 However, as with the earlier 2016 declaration 

made under the Obama presidency, the treaty is not quite as clear-cut as it seems. Rather 

than functioning as an outright ban on fishing in the Central Arctic, it is instead more of a 

moratorium on fishing until the Arctic oceanic ecosystems can be studied and a better 

understanding of their nature achieved.78 The agreement goes on to say that once sufficient 

knowledge has been acquired, then the agreement will serve as a springboard into a more 

binding treaty that will allow for commercial fishing operations to begin on a “sustainable 

use of fish stocks.”79 

Thus, from the evidence currently available, it appears that, in general, US economic policy 

concerning the Arctic has been fairly consistent with the goal of harvesting the region’s 

 
76 David Balton, “The Arctic Fisheries Agreement Enters into Force,” Wilson Center, June 25, 2021, 
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77 The World Bank, “Life below Water,” The World Bank, 2017, 
https://datatopics.worldbank.org/sdgatlas/archive/2017/SDG-14-life-below-
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78 D. Balton 
79 “International Agreement to Prevent Unregulated High Seas Fisheries in the Central Arctic Ocean” (The 
Governments of Canada, China, Japan, Russia, Iceland, Norway, South Korea, United States of America, 
Denmark and the Commission of the European Union, June 25, 2021), 
https://www.mofa.go.jp/files/000449233.pdf. 
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resources being considered, at least on paper, in the perspective of long-term sustainable 

development, rather than a rapacious grab. Furthermore, these efforts have been largely 

co-operative in nature, with the US government seeming keen to work with other powers, 

both regional and external, in order to maintain the rules-based status quo that has existed 

in the Arctic. Though there were moments of a somewhat fractious nature between 2016-

2020 under Trump, these were relatively minor affairs that did remarkably little to sour the 

cooperative attitudes of the Arctic nations in terms of reaching agreements that would 

allow the Arctic economy to grow sustainably.  

US Arctic Security Policies  

The US’s interests in the Arctic region are varied and numerous, and given the vast tracts of 

inhospitable Alaskan land that must be secured, the US has little choice but to commit itself 

to the area. As of 2021, the latest report to Congress on the state of the Arctic has 

confirmed the importance of maintaining the balance of power in the high north in the face 

of an unprecedented change in the region. It notes that “[though] the Arctic was generally a 

region of cooperation and low tensions”80 in the post-Cold war era, this status has been 

challenged in recent years due to the changing conditions. It goes on to establish that the 

“renewed great power competition [may see] challenges to elements of the U.S.-led 

international order”81 expressed in the Arctic region and that continuing to co-operate with 

Russia and China in the region “could actually help encourage [their] aggressive behavior”82 

in the Arctic and across the world. In light of these shifts in the political situation, the report 

makes it clear that the Arctic is likely to transform from a low-priority region to one that 
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demands the attention of the American political and defence apparatus as “the strategic 

significance of Alaska to [the US] continues to grow.”83  

This echoes a Department of Defense policy paper (DoD) released in 2019 under the Trump 

administration that rang similar alarm bells. However, in the earlier paper, the DoD noted 

that the Arctic was feeling the bleed-through effects of the burgeoning great power rivalries 

between a resurgent Russia and the United States rather than being rooted in the massive 

alterations to the Arctic’s climate.84 This may have been in part a result of the Trump 

presidency’s outright hostility to the notion of climate change, anthropogenic or otherwise, 

that existed for most of his tenure in the Oval Office.85  

In regard to this, the DoD notes, with some concern, that the Northern Fleet Joint Strategic 

Command formed in 2014 had been followed by the reactivation of several key Soviet 

military installations. Furthermore, these efforts were taking place alongside extensive 

improvements to Russian infrastructure, both civil and military, and the creation of new 

military formations within the Arctic Circle.86  

In response to this renewed Russian presence, in spite of the DoD expressing a preference 

for maintaining the hitherto cooperative spirit of the region, it also commits to “[competing] 

when necessary.”87 Though this is rather nebulous as to what precisely what form this 
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Street Journal, November 26, 2018, sec. Politics, https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-says-he-doesnt-believe-
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competition would take, it is still a firm affirmation of intent committing the United States 

to preserving a “favorable regional [balance] of power,”88 as the document goes on to state.  

To achieve this, the document pushes for closer cooperation between the US and its allies 

within the Arctic which make up seven of the eight Arctic nations, all six of whom are either 

NATO member states or NATO-affiliated.89 The purpose of the tightening of these bonds is 

to dissuade any “strategic competitor”90 from attempting to “unilaterally”91 alter the 

balance of power in the region. Of course, it should go almost without saying that despite 

the ambiguous terms used, it is abundantly clear that the effort is aimed entirely at limiting 

Russia and China’s freedom of action within the theatre. Indeed, outside the diplomatic 

language of the policies papers, the US military establishment is a little more outspoken, 

with Admiral Robert Burke of the US Navy stating the importance of presenting a robust 

challenge to Russia’s “militarizing [of its] northern flank”92  and China’s attempts to “expand 

their economic influence and…their military influence”93 in the region. 

As a counterweight to these developments, the more recent of the US’ policy papers 

express a need for the US’ own Arctic assets to undergo a similar program of rejuvenation, 94 

reflecting perhaps a belated acknowledgment of their stagnation.95 This is so as to ensure 

not only the US can create an appropriate distribution of forces in the region but to support 

future operations on a greater scale.96 However, though the DoD document notes the 
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growing importance of the area, it does not convey much, if any, sense of true urgency 

regarding the US’ involvement in the region. Instead, the overarching policy of the US 

appears to be a series of targeted investments that it is hoped will sufficiently improve the 

region’s existing infrastructure rather than committing to some kind of crash investment 

program.97 However, to what extent this accurately reflects the US’ feelings about their 

Arctic capabilities is unclear, as due to the public nature of the paper, it seems unlikely that 

any anxiety Washington may be feeling would be broadcast with any great gusto. 

The necessity for these policies is partially predicated on the rather obvious fact of needing 

to preserve the security of the US’ extensive Arctic territory. However, a feature shared by 

all the US strategy papers is their highlighting of how the strategic importance of the Arctic 

has burgeoned, in the eyes of the various authors, into a region critical to the maintenance 

of global US security and the Pax Americana.98 Mighty though the US war machine is in its 

Goliath-like proportions, it is scattered across the entire planet and is acutely aware that it 

cannot “operate everywhere, anytime, with equal effectiveness.”99 Washington and all 

branches of the armed forces have realised that control of the Arctic is a chance to mitigate 

the problems caused by the dispersion of US forces.100 As such, the high north is in the 

process of coalescing into the keystone of US logistics. Allowing as it does for the rapid 

deployment and support of US and allied forces in both the Pacific and European theatres, 

control of the Greenland, Iceland, and United Kingdom (GIUK) gap and Bering Strait have 
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become sources of particular concern.101 Furthermore, the use of these northern routes 

offers a chance to avoid critical maritime chokepoints like the Suez Canal and Strait of 

Malacca that limit strategic movement and bottleneck forces in times of crisis. Thus, 

Washington appears to be viewing the world holistically “as a globe rather than a map,”102 

granting the northern reaches importance greater than the sum of its parts due to its ability 

to act as a vast force multiplier for US strategy as a whole.  

Sino-US relations are also an emerging concern for US Arctic security, given China’s straight-

faced proclamation that it considered itself a “near-Arctic” state.103 The construction and 

deployment of China’s two icebreakers to the area have raised several eyebrows and 

questions about China’s future intentions in the area. Though these vessels were ostensibly 

sent there to do research, the primary documents make it clear that the US considers their 

presence as a prelude to further Chinese commitments to the area, with some observers 

anticipating Type-094 nuclear submarines104 armed with a contingent of ballistic missiles to 

join the Russian submersible instant Armageddon platforms already lurking under the Arctic 

ice.105 However, any Chinese involvement is considered as speculative future issues rather 

than impending developments.  

Furthermore, it’s the US Army’s opinion that the capabilities being developed by Russia 

within the theatre represent a real and credible threat to US and affiliated forces ’ 
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movement through the region.106 Moreover, it’s noted that these are dangers that impinge 

on the full spectrum of the US’ Arctic operational capabilities with the potential to contest 

access to the region by land, sea, and air.107 Adding to this worry, the US Army identifies a 

serious weakening in its capacity for force projection even without outside interference.108 

In light of this, its stated intent is to rebuild its ability to respond to “crisis and/or conflict”109 

in the region through the redeployment of assets to the region and bolstering effectiveness 

through a rigorous training regimen that intends to ensure that they can operate in spite of 

incredibly harsh conditions.110  

Building on this, the US Army also states that it is its policy is not to simply maintain the 

balance of power but to create the capacity to conduct extended operations from a position 

of strength, no matter the circumstances.111 This necessarily includes a significant 

improvement in infrastructure as currently, the US Army is unwilling to put any faith in its 

ability to sustain more than token operations noting that “the loss of one key logistics node, 

the failure of one convey, the destruction of one critical bridge”112 would likely spell doom 

for any prospective campaign, as it has done for countless other military actions even those 

that aren’t attempting to operate at the top of the world.    

This worry is repeated throughout the US policy papers. The Airforce points to the current 

state of the defence infrastructure in the region with Thule airbase on Greenland, a once 

key staging post for part of Strategic Air Command’s (SAC) nuclear bomber fleet. It was 
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singled out as having suffered particularly severe deleterious effects from being exposed to 

one of the most hostile climates on the planet for over half a century.113 However, Thule is 

by no means the only asset suffering from the climate. Both Air Force114 and the Army115 

predict that as the climate warms and the permafrost thaws that what little infrastructure 

that they have above in the region will undergo further erosion and weathering.116 

Potentially dangerously lowering the readiness of US forces in the region at a time when the 

US’ strategic competitors in the region are expanding their capabilities.117  

This being said, the document makes it clear that the Airforce does not intend to take these 

developments lying down and that policies are being put into place that will eventually 

transmogrify the US’ aerial presence in the Arctic to hitherto unheard-of levels.118 By 2025, 

Airforce Base (AFB) Eielson is expected to host two full-squadrons of F-35, the US’ bleeding-

edge fifth-generation strike fighter. At full strength, this force will consist of around 54 

aircraft alongside a substantial number of F-22s, the US’ earlier fifth-generation fighter. By 

mid-2022, Alaska will be host to more than 100 F22s and F35s, representing a concentration 

unmatched in any other theatre.119 Perhaps more importantly, being positioned in Alaska 

puts four critical theatres, North America, Asia-Pacific, Europe, and the Arctic itself,120 within 

striking range of this force Secretary of the Air Force, Barbara Barrett made it clear that the 
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Air Force considered the Arctic to be of “immense geostrategic consequence and… [with a] 

critical role for protecting the homeland and projecting global power.”121  

Furthermore, budgetary documents detailing the US’ spending on military construction 

indicate that in the 2018 financial year, Alaska received a greater allocation of funds than 

any other single location in the United States. Around 7.2% of the Airforce’s total 

expenditure on military construction, totaling around 168.9 million dollars, was funneled 

into the region.122 Seemingly the lion’s share of this sum has been devoted to the expansion 

of the aforementioned Eielson Airforce Base, which is intended to host almost 1300 more 

Airforce personnel to support the rapidly growing fighter contingent at the base.123 On top 

of this sum, a joint services briefing on the defence assets in Alaska stated that 2018 saw a 

sum total of 563 million dollars was invested into all military branches assets in the 

region.124 Sadly, this paper is unable to provide a breakdown of the spending as the specifics 

were not readily accessible to the author despite searching.  

Even more, unfortunately, it has proved difficult to find similar Airforce budgetary reports 

for any of the years after 2018 that could be used to indicate funding trends in the region. 

That said, in light of the consensus amongst the US armed forces as to the importance of the 

Arctic region, it is unlikely that the levels of funding will have diminished markedly. Indeed, 

looking outside the scope of the Airforce’s investments, as of 2019, several other projects 

received substantial funding, including an upgrade to what was Clear Airforce Station's (now 
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Space force Station) long-range radar capabilities125 and an expansion to Fort Greely’s 

ballistic missile defence systems.126  

Additionally, like the army and air force, the navy is also looking to expand the footprint of 

its infrastructure in Arctic waters. Though the 2021 Strategic Overview is fairly light on 

details as to exactly what this will look like, it does state that port facilities, airfields, and 

shore infrastructure are all of utmost importance in order to meet the greater logistical 

demands of the expanded forces operating there and that it will “ensure investments in 

installations match future operational needs.”127 Outside of the more overtly security-

oriented infrastructure, the navy128 as well as the air force,129 and coast guard,130 are all 

looking to expand their search and rescue facilities in anticipation of an Arctic that’s 

suddenly a lot more crowded.  

 Furthermore, the Navy intends to ensure that large-scale “Arctic operations are considered 

in our design and modernization plans and that our defense industrial base can build and 

sustain forces for the Arctic.”131 

Much like the US Army, the Airforce is looking to maximise its force’s readiness to operate in 

polar conditions, both in the long and short term. However, this is not planned to only 
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include combat capability but also a broad spectrum of operations such as search and 

rescue and other emergency situations.    

Furthermore, this force deployment will occur concurrently with a drive to “enhance [the] 

missile defense surveillance system” and drastically improve the C3ISR network in the region 

so as to futureproof it against the drastic increase in aerial, naval, and space traffic that is 

predicted to occur within the next fifteen years.  

The various branches of the US military establishment all state that the logic behind the 

projected huge increase in investment is largely due to the Arctic becoming “an increasingly 

vital region for U.S. national security interests”132 with its value as a strategic buffer eroding 

quickly and instead morphing into an “avenue of threat”133 to the US homeland. However, 

alongside this warning, there is a consensus amongst the policy paper that reaffirms a 

commitment to ensuring that the Arctic remains a “free and open domain”134 that could 

suggest that the US is looking to maintain the status quo at least insofar as it benefits 

them.135  

As with the other two branches of the US Armed Forces, the US Navy’s blueprint for their 

future involvement in the Arctic is predicated on two things; an ever-increasingly navigable 

“blue Arctic”136 and an expressed desire to shore up the status quo.  

In service of this desire, the Navy intends to commit to a “sustained” naval presence in the 

region with the stated goal of countering expanding Russian and Chinese involvement in the 

region. Interestingly, unlike the Airforce and Army documents, which acknowledge these 
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nations as strategic competitors but little more, the Navy clearly demarcates both Russia 

and China as active threats to the region.137 This statement is predicated on the Navy’s 

evaluation that their “interests and values” are almost antithetical to the US’ own goals.138 

Indeed, whilst the US aims to encourage future co-operation with other Arctic nations, the 

idea behind this rather clearly intended to contain what they see as a “rapid advance of 

authoritarianism and revisionist approaches in the maritime environment.”139 Furthermore, 

the US Navy sees more challenges emerging in Arctic waters as nations station more assets 

there in order to safeguard their investments in the region.140  

This marks something of a contrast with a naval document from 2019, two years prior to the 

publishing of the Strategic Overview, which stated that though the geographical and 

climatological realities of the Arctic are in flux, which saw the region as primarily co-

operative in nature.141 While the earlier document does acknowledge the risk of great 

power competition in the high north, at the time, the Navy considered the area to be at low 

risk of conflict.142  Though the shift in tone is not enormous between 2019 and 2021, as 

evidenced by the presence of a US aircraft carrier, alongside 50,000 personnel and 64 other 

ships,143 in Arctic waters as part of Trident Juncture in 2018, which constituted “one of the 

biggest NATO exercises in recent years”144 and the first time a US carrier strike group had 

entered the Arctic since the fall of the Soviet Union.145  However, the 2021 Navy policy 
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paper seems to suggest a codification of the navy’s attitude regarding the stance it will take 

in securing polar waters. Precisely what the navy sends to the upcoming Cold Response 

2022 set to take place in and around Norway will establish with greater clarity what kind of 

future it envisions in the Arctic.   

Although the US continues to assert that cooperation will remain a core element of any 

long-term stability of the Arctic, the cooperative spirit of all the Arctic nations is no longer 

quite so taken for granted.  This is tellingly demonstrated by a declaration that asserts that 

“US Naval forces must operate more assertively across the Arctic region…in day-to-day 

competition as [they] protect the homeland”146 with only a brief follow-up point that 

clarifies that this should be done without “undermining trust and triggering conflict”147 

which is hardly the most stirring rallying cry in the name of cooperation that history has 

heard, particularly when it is shadowed by the slightly ominous assertion that “peace comes 

through strength.”148  

Again, this is not in any way to suggest that elements of the US armed forces are guilty of 

taking up belligerent policies, just that the tone used within the documents appears to have 

taken on a slightly more pugnacious nature over the past two years.   

All branches of the US military have set out to achieve this strength through a robust series 

of measures that will see what they call an “enhanced presence”149 established in the 

region, allegedly including a navy expeditionary force trained and equipped to operate in 

Arctic waters.150 As previously mentioned, the 2021 strategic plan calls for a significant 
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increase in joint efforts between the US and its allies in the form of more numerous and 

greatly expanded, multi-national training exercises. Again though, the result of these is 

intended to dissuade states who may not be “like-minded”151 from disrupting the rules-

based order that currently exists in the area. The navy cites a fear of competing nations 

making “incremental gains”152 in the region through a host of malign or downright 

aggressive activities that could undermine the US’ desired state of advantage above the 

sixtieth parallel.   

Speaking of the increased force deployments to the region, once again, all the American 

primary documents153 demonstrate a painful awareness that the command-and-control 

infrastructure154 within the Arctic Circle is a far cry from almost anywhere else in the world 

and currently wholly unsuited to supporting any major growth in the number of assets in 

the region.155 The head of the US’ Northern Command, General Glen Van Herck, has spoken 

frankly about the problems the US faces in the Arctic, pointing to the “limited 

communications north of 65 latitude, and the [a lacking] ability to command and control in 

our homeland.”156 Additionally, the serious lack of redundancy in the US’ Arctic 

communication network means that the network can be easily jammed and disrupted, 

leaving the forces in the area unable to coordinate effectively.157  

This is in part due to the area’s prior inaccessibility, which has limited the need for extensive 

C5ISR (Command, Control, Computers, Communications, Cyber, Intelligence, Surveillance, 
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and Reconnaissance) being in place. However, the complexity of the issue is compounded 

simply by where the Arctic lies on the globe. Any communication and reconnaissance 

satellites intended to cover the poles consistently need to attain a polar orbit, i.e., one 

where the satellite’s axis of movement is at 90 degrees to the Earth’s axis of spin.158  

Normally, satellites are launched from around the equator and make use of the Earth’s own 

rotational velocity so as to minimise the fuel needed to reach orbital velocity. However, 

when a polar orbit is desired, the satellite cannot make use of the Earth’s rotation to 

achieve orbital velocity, necessitating a far greater expenditure of fuel.159 This raises the 

cost of the mission and significantly reduces the maximum mass the satellite can be as more 

of the launch vehicle’s mass must be taken up by fuel.160  

This is not the only issue; however, due to the shape of the Earth’s magnetic fields, the solar 

wind’s interaction with the polar regions presents a unique problem. As the charged 

particles are deflected towards the poles, causing the Auroras Borealis161 and Australis. 

However, outside of these stunning light shows, they also interact with the ionosphere, 

where upon they can cause electromagnetic interference of varying severity.162 While the 

mechanics of this are a little too complicated to delve into in this paper, this can severely 

hamper communications across the radio spectrum.163 A rather unfortunate feature of the 

region that takes the already complicated matter of command-and-control in a region 

severely lacking in infrastructure and then complicates it even more.  
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One element of why both the Navy and Airforce consider improving C5ISR to be so critical to 

their future plans for the region is due to the currently limited state of large-scale, long-term 

human incursions, other than the smattering of peoples native to the area. Thus, many 

stretches of the Arctic are rather poorly mapped, making the avoidance of hazards tricky 

even at the best of times.164 To remedy this deficiency as quickly as possible, the US Space 

Force and Airforce are looking to launch a constellation of satellites into a low-Earth polar 

orbit so as to increase coverage across the Arctic region and build up a “secure, reliable 

communications [network]”165 that won’t fall apart if “[attacked] in the electromagnetic 

spectrum.”166 The low orbits are intended to reduce launch costs and allow for faster data 

transmission167  

Russian Arctic Economic Policies 

The current Russian attitude to the Arctic territories, including those somewhat beyond 

their borders as defined by international law, has deep roots stretching back to before the 

turn of the millennium. However, it is in 2008 that one can see Russian economic policy 

towards the Arctic beginning to take shape with the adoption of the “Principles of the State 

Policy of the Russian Federation in the Arctic to 2020 and Beyond.” This document was then 

followed by several other key texts signed into law by the Russian government over the 

following decade, which should be viewed as part of a greater whole, according to Dr. 

Nazrin Mehdiyeva168 in her research for NATO. These key documents laid out a framework 
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of long-term goals and investments to the region that is intended to turn the Arctic into 

Russia’s economic powerhouse.  

The natural resources of the Arctic region have the power to support and bolster the 

Russian economy, the vast deposits of fossil fuels that lie buried beneath the ice and 

permafrost are of especial interest as recent studies place the figures at around 85.1 trillion 

M3 of natural gas and 17.3 billion tonnes of oil (in various forms) on the continental shelf 

alone.169 In total, including currently unexploited gas and oil fields, the Russian Arctic is 

believed to hold over 80% of the nation’s natural gas and 17% of the oil.170 Given that these 

two resources formed almost 40% of Russia’s federal budget in 2019,171 it is unsurprising 

that Vladimir Putin’s government would be more than keen to continue and expand Russia’s 

ability to extract hydrocarbons in the region. Indeed, this eagerness to extract more of the 

Arctic’s resources can quite possibly be linked to some rather alarming remarks made by 

Vagit Alekperov, CEO of Lukoil (the second largest company in Russia), in which he claimed 

that the oil and gas in two previously rich regions, Volga-Urals, and West Siberia, were 

running perilously low.172 Thus, as the Russian state is rather ill-equipped to manage any 

major shift away from its economic reliance on hydrocarbons in the near future, the Arctic 

has become critical to its long-term national security.173  Furthermore, the sheer wealth of 

other raw materials within the region also cannot be understated containing as it does 
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significant quantities of rare earth minerals and other valuable materials, all of which the 

world is demanding in greater and greater quantities.174  

The most recently released document on Russia’s economic policy in the Arctic, “Strategy of 

Development of the Arctic Zone of the Russian Federation and the Provision of National 

Security for the Period to 2035”, released in 2021, lays out how the intended steps in 

tapping this vast trove of treasure. The document states that, by 2035, five new oil projects 

will have been established, as well as almost two dozen new mines and three petrochemical 

plants.175 However, by far, the main focus of the strategy is to see the amount of liquified 

natural gas produced to rise from 8.6 million tonnes as of 2018 to an astronomical 91 million 

tonnes over the course of the fourteen years.176  

With these developments, the Russian government not only seeks to halt the ongoing 

exodus of the Arctic’s population, which is currently dropping by around five percent each 

year, something that it considers to be a threat to national security177 but also to create a 

net positive population flow into the region in the long term.178 In order to achieve this, the 

Russian state intends to create 100,000 new jobs in the region by 2030 and 220,000 by 

2035, mostly linked with the extraction of raw resources.179  
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Additionally, Russia has been a great proponent of UNCLOS during the past twenty years 

regarding the extent of its oceanic economic zone in the Arctic despite its initial 2001 

request being rejected.180 After a great deal of research, the Kremlin submitted a second 

request to the UN in 2015, which was subsequently updated in 2021. As a result of this 

update, Russia now lays claim to almost all Arctic ocean floor that lay outside the other 

nations Exclusive Economic Zone which corresponds to around 70% of the Arctic seabed.181 

The new claim also directly contests similar claims being made by the Danish and Canadian 

governments.182 In the event that this claim is successful, Russia would be granted exclusive 

rights to the anticipated bounty of minerals and hydrocarbons under the ocean floor.183 It 

should, however, be stressed to the utmost degree that though this may appear like a 

greedy landgrab, it is occurring exclusively within the legal realm. Russia has every right to 

try and demonstrate its right to this territory, just as Canada and Denmark do. In fact, the 

ongoing dispute between the Arctic nations as to the precise demarcations of their 

continental shelves and the ongoing bilateral discussions going on between the states 

demonstrate, that just like with the Central Arctic Fisheries Agreement, Russia is evidently 

still eager to co-operate with the Arctic nations in order to solve things diplomatically, when 

possible, as stated within its policy papers.184   

Interestingly, the area of the ocean that Russia is seeking to claim is roughly analogous with 

the area that would consider international waters and subject to the previously discussed 
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Central Arctic Fisheries Agreement though the claim under UNCLOS would only entitle 

Russia to the seabed itself, not the waters above it.185   

Further evidence exemplifying Russia’s desire to co-operate in the Arctic can be found in its 

attitude as it assumes the chairmanship of the Arctic Council establishing the theme of its 

tenure as aiming towards fostering an environment in which “responsible government”186 

can thrive and ensure a “sustainable Arctic”187 whilst aiming to strengthen the ties between 

the nations of the Arctic Council itself, increasing its power as a method of collective 

governance “based on consensus.”188   

The rather ambitious nature of these goals has led some outside observers to question the 

state’s ability to generate such incredible growth in permanent jobs without resorting to a 

heavy-handed, command-style in the north.189 Should this be the case, outside sources note 

that by doing so, Russia would run a serious risk of driving away outside investment to the 

region.190 This concern may prove prescient as “The Russian Federation State Policy in the 

Arctic for the Period up to 2035” published in 2020 indicates that while attracting private 

investment is certainly a goal, it is secondary to the “[maintenance of] state control over the 

operation process.”191 Thus, whatever shape Russian policies do end up taking in the Arctic, 

it is clear that they will be mainly directed from Moscow.   
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However, these aims are not an end goal in and of themselves. With the unsettled and 

somewhat fractious relationship with Europe sinking deeper and deeper into antagonism 

and mutual suspicion, Russia has looked elsewhere to find places to which it can export its 

natural gas and has thus turned its gaze towards Asia, especially China, whose economy 

constantly hungers for huge quantities of raw materials to feed the furnaces of its 

industry.192 Furthermore, in the wake of the Chinese government’s restrictions on the 

production of coal with the aim of becoming carbon neutral by 2060, the nation has been 

seeking to maintain its energy security.193 As of 2021, rolling blackouts have affected many 

of the nation’s industrial hubs as the power supply fails to keep up with demand.194 Thus, 

China is expected to rapidly become a major importer of Russian gas in the next fifteen 

years.195 In fact, China and India are anticipated to account for over fifty percent of Asia’s 

growth in demand for natural gas.196 

As such, in expectation of China and much of the rest of Asia197 becoming increasingly 

dependent on Russian imports, Russia has committed to improving infrastructure in the 

Arctic region, which is in many places has suffered from a dire lack of maintenance and in 

others simply never existed.198 It is important to note, however, that the recent policy 

papers have not suggested that this will be a wholesale improvement infrastructure across 
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the entire region, but instead a selective campaign aimed almost exclusively at supporting 

the previously mentioned Arctic economic developments.199 This will primarily take the 

form of significantly improved connections between the key economic hubs of the region 

with new railways intended to connect ports and with extraction sites allowing goods to be 

trans-shipped onto cargo vessels bound for Asia.200 Specifically mentioned is the 

infrastructure on the Barents, White, and Petsor seas with the ports of Murmansk, 

Arkhangelsk, and Tiksi discussed by name in “The Strategy of Development of the Arctic 

Zone 2035.”201 

The vast scale of these proposed improvements demonstrates the Russian state’s will to 

capitalise on the massive reductions in sea-ice that global warming entails. With the Arctic 

expected to experience its first ice-free summers by 2030, navigation along the Northern 

Sea Route (NSR) is expected to become substantially easier. In light of this, the Russian 

government has and continues to push the NSR as a viable alternative route for 

international shipping.202 Like the Northwest Passage along Canada’s coast, the NSR 

drastically reduces travel times from all across Asia to ports all around the world.203 Even at 

the time of writing, before most of the planned infrastructural upgrades all along the route 

have taken place, the NSR has already witnessed impressive growth in its yearly traffic over 

the past eight years, with official figures indicating an increase from 4 million tonnes of 
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cargo in 2014 to 31.5 million by 2019204, an increase of almost 700 percent. However, these 

numbers are dwarfed by Russia’s medium-term ambitions for the route as they hope to 

have a staggering 130 million tonnes moving along the NSR annually by 2035.205 This would 

mean the cargo being moved along the route would have swollen by over 3000 percent in a 

little over twenty years.  

However, it would be a mistake to read too much into these stupefying numbers. Whilst the 

Russian government has long been an evangelist for the NSR, there are still a great many 

question marks concerning its actual use as a route for mainstream international shipping. 

These concerns range from issues surrounding the depth of the water in places206 to the 

strong possibility that ships using the route will still need to be ice-class or accompanied by 

an icebreaker along certain stretches of the journey.207 Of course, neither of these issues are 

insurmountable, but they do present very real challenges that may make the route 

unattractive to many vessels.  

It does appear that this reality has been entirely lost on the powers-that-be in Russia. In the 

“Strategy of Development of the Arctic Zone of the Russian Federation 2035,” it is clear that 

rather than prioritising international traffic, as was the policy up until as recently as 2013208, 

the Russian government has instead decided on a course that will instead see the NSR 

become primarily one of the main arteries for the transport of LNG. Of the projected 130 

million tonnes of cargo intended to be ferried through the icy waters by 2035, only 10 
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million tonnes of it are planned to consist of international cargo.209 Thus, the rest one can 

assume will be a mixture of LNG and other natural resources being exported from Russia to 

foreign markets. Much of the rest of Russia’s policy concerning the development of the NSR 

can be seen in the context of this long-term plan. Furthermore, while many aspects of this 

economic policy are yet to materialise and only exist in potential, 2021 saw the Christophe 

de Margerie, a 300m long LNG tanker, traverse the NSR in mid-February.210 Historically, the 

eastern leg of the route has been closed to shipping from November until mid-July as the ice 

made the journey impossible. She was accompanied by the icebreaker 50 Let Pobedy due to 

the sea-ice still making the trip hazardous. However, despite the hazards even earlier in 

January of the same year, three smaller ice-class LNG tankers from the Yamal LNG site 

successfully made the trip completely unaided by icebreaker support,211 conclusively 

demonstrating that year-round transit is already a reality and will only become more routine 

as global temperatures increase.  

Furthermore, 15 new Arc7 ice-class tankers are slated to be constructed at Zvezda 

Shipbuilding Complex as part of the LNG-2 project, a sister site to the already functional 

Yamal LNG project on the Gydan Peninsula.212 Thus, within the near future, Russia will be 

operating a fleet of almost 30 300m LNG tankers capable of carrying almost 200,000 cubic 

metres of LNG213 to the Far East within 15 days along the NSR as opposed to the 30 days the 
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same trip currently through the Suez Canal.214 In addition to this, the most recent Russian 

policy paper also sets out the objective of building a host of other vessels to support 

transport in Arctic waters, including five further Project 22220-class icebreakers followed at 

the end of the decade by the first of three Lider-class icebreakers, with all three intended to 

be in service by 2033.215 Alexey Kadilov of the OJSC Baltic Shipbuilding Plant responsible for 

the construction of these ships stated that the Lider-class would ensure “year-round 

navigation [along the NSR] and export of hydrocarbons to the east...[a] market that is 

colossal and, in fact, bottomless.”216 Alongside these behemoths, there is an intent to build 

sixteen further smaller support vessels and numerous river vessels to haul cargo from 

further inland to the Arctic ports.217  

This intended expansion of Russia’s brown-water merchant marine craft is linked to a series 

of planned projects that sees a significant part of the river and canal network in the Russian 

high north earmarked for extensive improvements to their cargo transport capacity.218 The 

White Sea-Baltic Canal, Onega, Northern Dvina, Mezen, Pechora, Ob, Yenisei, Lena, and 

Kolyma, alongside a series of additional unnamed rivers, are all planned to undergo major 

dredging, widening, and port developments to accommodate the passage of higher 

numbers of larger ships.219  
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It should be noted, however, that the Russian government admits that as of the present 

day, there is a disconnect between their economic ambitions in the Arctic and the progress 

they’ve made so far towards realising them, as well a series of other endemic issues that 

they perceive as critical if they are to achieve the policy goals laid out in the government 

documents.  

Firstly, they point to the yawning chasm between the national standard of living and those 

that exist in the Arctic region, with life expectancy, infant mortality, access to amenities, and 

a long list of other indicators all being significantly lower.220 The Strategy of Development of 

the Arctic Zone points to this as one of the key driving factors behind the ongoing 

depopulation crisis gripping the region.  

Given the utter vastness of Russia’s Arctic region and the presently inhospitable nature of 

much of it, increasing the standards of living across the area universally, which would 

necessitate an almost unfathomable amount of funding that would likely demolish the 

Kremlin’s finances and seems unfeasible. Indeed, the Russian government’s policy, first laid 

out in 2014 and then reaffirmed in 2017, suggests that a carcass-cluster approach will be 

adopted.221 In effect, this involves focusing developmental funds on key areas of Russia’s 

arctic possessions in order to establish strong transportation networks alongside energy and 

social projects to drive up living conditions. Between 2018 and 2020, twelve billion roubles 

were committed to developing the critical infrastructure of these “core development 

zones,” and a further 150 billion roubles was promised for 2021-2025.222 However, several 

problems have arisen in the implementation of this programme. For starters, of the rather 
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limited 12 billion initially committed to the region, almost 7 billion of that was spent on 

works that will likely do little to improve either the economic performance or the standard 

of living in the region.223 As of December 2021, the Russian Senate approved a development 

plan for the city of Norilsk, the world’s largest producer of palladium and nickel. This 

development plan included the allocation of almost 120 billion roubles over a 14 year period 

with the stated ambition of renovating the city and improving industrial safety.224 Though it 

is impossible to say exactly how these funds will be used over the coming years or to the 

effect they will have, it is incredibly strong evidence that Moscow does not intend for its 

Arctic plans to be just idle talk and is serious about turning the Arctic into its economic heart 

as quickly as it can.   

 

Russian Security Policies in the Artic   

Of course, as Russia intends to place almost all its economic eggs in the polar basket in the 

long term, it is hardly surprising that their approach to Arctic security has and will see similar 

sweeping changes to the status quo.  

As established in the prior section, the NSR is set to become the single most important 

freight route to the economic well-being of the Russian state. In light of this newly conferred 

status, Russia’s high north is seeing unprecedented deployments and improvements to 
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much of the military infrastructure that fell into disrepair and abandonment during Russia’s 

long geopolitical hibernation after the fall of the Soviet Union.225  

Though many of the Arctic ports are being renovated to accommodate a rapid uptick in 

civilian cargo traffic, this represents only one part of a greater strategic whole. Moscow has 

long been of the opinion a significant portion of these upgrades be dual-purpose in nature, 

servicing civilian and military purposes alike.226 As early as 2009, the Kremlin committed 

funds for the establishment of around a dozen search and rescue centres along the Arctic 

coastline, replete with new airfields and improved communication and monitoring 

systems.227 Thus, with these expanded capabilities, the Russian Northern Fleet will be able 

to project force over increasingly large swathes of the Arctic zone whilst the civilian sector 

will see massively enhanced search and rescue and other non-military security capabilities.  

 (Dual-purpose may make it difficult for foreign powers to read intent, heightening 

uncertainty). This commitment to improving Russia’s spatial awareness in the high north has 

continued to the present day as an unknown number of Sopka-2 radars were deployed on 

Wrangel Island and Cape Schmidt in 2018, bolstering Russia’s control of the surrounding 

airspace enormously.228 Though the radars are ostensibly for civilian air control and 

providing meteorological data to shipping in transit through the NSR, they are, at least 

according to the manufacturer, built to specifications laid down by the Russian Ministry of 

Defence and from what minimal information is available operated by the military rather 
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than civilian elements.229 These have a detection range of out to around 350km with a 

resolution high enough to track individual aircraft flying within formations.230  

Furthermore, the Russian military has also deployed increasing numbers of its modern 

rapid-response air and coastal defence missile systems, the latter possessing a maximum 

effective range of 500km.231 While entirely legitimate, the burgeoning stockpile of serious 

hardware in the region has raised several eyebrows, with a US Pentagon official stating that 

Russia was quickly “strengthening its anti-access and area-denial capabilities over key 

portions of the Arctic.”232 While such a policy is never explicitly laid out in those Russian 

strategy papers that are accessible to the public, the idea does seem to exist strongly in 

Russian political and strategic thought. Of particular concern is a perception that the US is 

seeking to achieve an “overwhelming superiority of their naval forces”233 in order to 

“dominate on the world ocean, including the Arctic.”234 Indeed, Russian policy planners 

appear to have become increasingly worried in the last four years about what they believe 

to be “the propensity for a range of states to limit the Russian Federation’s access to the 

resources of the World Ocean and its passage to the vital sea lines of communication.”235 

This feeling of constriction by apparently malicious foreign powers appears to have played a 
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key role in informing the Kremlin’s plan to establish unilateral de facto control of the NSR. 

Though the US contends that the NSR should be treated as international waters236 and the 

passage of all vessels, military and civilian, to be unhindered, Russia, on the other hand, 

takes a very different view.237 Since 2019 demanded that warships intending to traverse the 

NSR inform the Russian government 45 days before making the voyage with a limited 

amount of the vessel’s technical information or be denied access.238 In addition to this, 

Rosatom, the Russian nuclear agency that manages the NSR, stipulates that these warships 

must also take on a Russian pilot during their transit and, should the need arise, be escorted 

by exclusively Russian icebreakers.239 In the event of foreign warships not complying with 

these rules, the Kremlin asserts that it will have the right to halt, board or fire upon the ship 

as the situation dictates.240 (US Freedom of Navigation operations). This attitude appears to 

have sprung from what Russia sees as NATO incursions to the Arctic, passing the updated 

regulations in 2019 in the wake of the passage of the French support ship Rhone.241 At the 

time, Aleksey Chepa, deputy chairman of the Duma’s international affairs committee, stated 

that the international situation necessitated Russia’s dominion over the NSR, a declaration 

that appears to divulge the wider mood of Russian policymakers; that when the Arctic is 

concerned the only acceptable position is one of strength.242  
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In the pursuit of this position of advantage, the Russian government has committed to a 

wholesale refit of its Arctic military assets, including the previously discussed modern missile 

and radar systems, within the scope of the wider military modernisation program that was 

undertaken in 2008 within the frameworks laid out by successive state armament programs 

(SAP). Since 2010, two SAPs have been set out by the Russian government and were initially 

meant to be updated every five years. Understandably, the precise details of these 

programs are a little hard to come by, but public NATO reports indicate that the first of 

these, SAP 2020, set a target of having 70 percent of all of the RuAF’s equipment 

modernised by 2020243 but with a clear slant towards the upgrading its aerial and naval 

forces,  

As of 2019, the percentage of these newly acquired modern materiel deployed within the 

Arctic theatre has risen from 41 percent of the RUAF’s total inventory to 59 percent.244 This 

includes the deployment of the new hypersonic missile, capable of beating ballistic missile 

defences and with the potential to carry a nuclear warhead245 in the region and a number of 

MiG-31K’s that will serve as launch platforms which threaten to upset the naval balance of 

power across the Arctic.246 This concentration of the RuAF’s best equipment along the 

northern front demonstrates just how important Russia estimates the Arctic to be.  

However, despite what we may charitably call the patchy success of SAP-2020, clouds are 

brewing on the horizon as to the feasibility of the second of Russia’s SAPs. SAP 2027 was 

conceived in 2017, two years after its original intended publication date, as a result of the 
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collapse of global oil prices, which forced the Russian government to reassess the SAP’s 

budget and similarly limit its scope.247 Where the first SAP was undertaken with an 

estimated budget of around $626 billion, the second was near enough slashed in half, 

having been reduced to approximately $325 billion.248  

The NATO report suggests that what readily accessible information exists on the SAPs seems 

to indicate that the second of the programs was intended to “consolidate the relatively 

successful implementation of its predecessor.”249 However, this planning was all performed 

prior to the Covid-19 pandemic sweeping across the planet. In this new plague-ridden 

world, Russia has had to face cold realities with funding, even the watered-down version of 

SAP-2027 becoming an increasingly untenable prospect with its GDP expected to decline by 

just over 4%.250 Thus, though precisely what kind of force disposition that the Kremlin’s 

policies seek to create in the Arctic in the long term is fairly clear, the path that they will 

take to get there in light of Russia’s financial woes remains incredibly murky, though it 

remains possible.251   

All this being said, while it would entirely wrong to suggest that Russia’s military as a whole 

has been entirely transformed over the past ten years, it has unequivocally undergone a 

radical metamorphosis. As such, it is important to place both the achievements and failures 

in some kind of context. Firstly, the aforementioned coastal defence missile systems have 

seen an almost total transformation, with 96% of units now equipped with modern 
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hardware.252 Russian air-defence platforms have seen similarly vast improvements in their 

capabilities, with over two-thirds of units having been modernised by 2018.253 Despite the 

ongoing fiscal crisis, there appears to be no indication that the issuance of newer air-

defence platforms has abated significantly since then. Thus, we can perhaps reasonably 

conclude that the Arctic coastal and air defence networks are almost entirely equipped with 

some of the most modern equipment in the RuAF.254  

The Russian surface fleet modernisation presents a decidedly more complex picture, though 

one that potentially reveals a great deal about Russia’s intended posture both in the Arctic 

and elsewhere. Whilst the Northern Fleet possesses many of the largest of the Russian 

navy’s largest surface vessels,255 judging from the few specifics that we have available from 

the SAPs, it would seem that a shift in Russia’s surface doctrine is underway. Though the 

Northern Fleet expects to operate two nuclear-powered missile cruisers by the mid-2020s 

after a lengthy modernisation refit and the return of the Admiral Kuznetsov-class aircraft 

carrier in 2022256 after extensive repairs following a devastating fire in 2019, outside these 

almost no new large warships, appear to be slated for production.257 Though from the 

publicly accessible information available, this was not precisely what either the Russian 

Navy or the Kremlin wanted; for much of the previous decade up, until 2019 elements of the 

Navy were making concerted pushes for the construction of a second aircraft carrier to 
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support and then replace the ailing Admiral Kuznetsov, alongside several proposed 

destroyers.258 However, the sheer cost of these projects appears to have forced the Kremlin 

to make a difficult choice and to focus on only an aspect of their surface fleet. Given the 

Navy’s proposed procurement plans, it appears that the Russian government has chosen to 

forgo the construction of a force-projecting behemoth for the time being, though various 

whispers still suggest a strong desire for one.259 Instead, the laying down of a multitude of 

much smaller and cheaper corvettes and frigates260 has taken precedence.261 These vessels 

are of a variety of classes though almost all are capable of launching multiple supersonic 

anti-shipping missiles out to a range of 600km.262 It is clear that both the Buyan-M-class and 

the newer Karakurt-class will see service in Arctic waters. Evidence for this can be found in 

the fact that both classes of vessel were present for a Northern Fleet training exercise that 

took place in 2020.263 As part of the exercise, the corvettes navigated from the Baltic Sea to 

the Arctic through the use of Russia’s internal waterways.264 The words of the earlier quoted 

Pentagon official regarding the Russian government attempting to bolster their area-denial 

capabilities in the Arctic take on a somewhat more prescient air with Kremlin’s evidently 

prioritising the establishment of a well-equipped and competitive green-water surface fleet 
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capable of patrolling and extending an umbrella of Russian hard power over much of the 

high north.    

Much like the US and NATO, the Kremlin has felt the need to flex its muscular might in the 

high north, engaging in large scale naval training exercises in order to gauge the “readiness 

of the forces and troops”265 stationed in the Arctic and are intended to allow the Northern 

Fleet to operate effectively in the frigid Arctic waters and maintain control over the NSR 

even in the face of hostile forces. The first of these occurred in 2020 where Ocean Shield 

saw 50 Russian warships of the Pacific Fleet, supported by aircraft and a litany of other 

materiel, operating in the Bering Sea.266 Though the exercise occurred well within 

international waters, it was still rather pointedly close to both Alaska and the strategically 

significant Bering Strait, to the extent that Alaskan trawlers were alarmed at the sub’s 

sudden appearance. One particularly provocative move made by the Russian fleet saw a 

Russian nuclear submarine unexpectantly emerge close to Alaskan waters. Apparently, to 

ensure that the point being made could not be misconstrued, the Russian state media 

quoted Admiral Viktor Kravchenko, the former chief of staff for the Russian Navy, as saying 

that surfacing was “a signal that we aren’t asleep, and we are wherever we want.”267 The 

latter of which will form a chokepoint through which the sea traffic of the NSR will have to 

travel in order to enter the Pacific. As exercises are conducted so that militaries can practice 

the operations they expect to perform in wartime, the location of the Pacific Fleet’s training 

shines further light on the importance Moscow is placing on controlling access to the Arctic 
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waters by drilling not only just its combat readiness but also its logistical capabilities to 

sustain operations.268  

The second of the exercises that occurred as part of Zapad-21 provides an excellent look at 

the challenges the Russian military expects to face in the region and gives further evidence 

as to the nature of Moscow’s security priorities in the area. One element of the training 

that, at first glance, may seem unremarkable is the apparent focus on the protection of the 

vital communication nodes along the length of the NSR.269 As the Arctic lacks much of the 

modern communication infrastructure that society and militaries have come to rely on, 

what little that exists is of vital importance to the coordination of Russian forces in the area, 

especially when one considers the utterly vast distances made even more complex by the 

sparseness of the population. Though, like their US counterparts, there is a strong push to 

develop stronger C5ISR connections,270 as aptly demonstrated by the installation of the new 

radar arrays, in the Arctic to allow for the effective control of forces in the region, the truth 

of the matter is that this infrastructure currently lags a long way behind that which is 

standard in other theatres for the reasons discussed in the previous section, i.e., difficult 

orbits and weather conditions.  

It is interesting to note, however, that one arena in which Russia may currently hold some 

measure of advantage is in the accuracy of their Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), 

GLONASS, in the Arctic. Though the amount of research on the topic is fairly limited at the 
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moment, at least one study271 suggests that GLONASS’ higher orbital inclination allows a 

greater number of satellites to be above the horizon at any one time at the higher latitudes. 

The American GPS, European Galileo, or the Chinese Beidou constellations all experience 

periods where only two satellites are above the horizon and capable of being used to 

provide GPS coordinates, whereas GLONASS never drops below three.272  

While the absence of a single satellite might, at first glance, seem like a relatively minor 

issue, it has serious ramifications for navigation at higher latitudes. GNS systems work on 

the principle of trilateration; a navigation device receives signals from four separate visible 

satellites and then calculates the time difference between when the signal was emitted and 

when it was received. Using this information and with the careful and clever application of 

circles, this information can then be used to determine the device's position. In cases where 

only three satellites are within line of sight, calculating the device’s position is still possible, 

though with increasing inaccuracy, though this is mitigated for devices at sea level. 

However, should the number of visible satellites drop below three, it becomes impossible 

for GNS systems to provide instantaneous positional information, and what we could 

consider as normal GNSS use becomes effectively impossible. This being said, there are still 

ways and means to skirt around the issue. Given that Arctic navigation remains and will 

remain a rather perilous affair even as the ice continues to recede,273  the potentially more 

accurate positional data provided by GLONASS may prove increasingly valuable to any vessel 

in the region.  

 
271 Anastasia Yastrebova et al., “Positioning in the Arctic Region: State-of-The-Art and Future Perspectives,” 
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Additionally, alongside the apparent advantage currently possessed by Russia in the 

accuracy of its GNS system, there is limited evidence to suggest that the Russian military is 

making a concerted effort to actively interfere with other nations’ GNS navigation. In 2019, 

the Norwegian Defence Minister publicly pointed a finger at Moscow, claiming that Norway 

not only suspected but could definitively prove that Russia was behind a string of attempts 

to interfere with GPS constellations signals during the aforementioned NATO exercise 

Trident Juncture.274 While Russia has repeatedly denied the accusations, it would fit into a 

wider pattern that has seen similar mysterious disruptions of the GPS system that just so 

happen to be near Russian forces. Most recently, the Organization for Security and Co-

operation in Europe (OSCE) in a report released in 2021 that it was struggling to effectively 

monitor the status of the ceasefire in eastern Ukraine275 due to “high levels of GPS signal 

interference”276 that were of such intensity and frequency that not only were two-thirds of 

all missions flown by their unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) affected by the jamming but that 

in some cases it proved impossible for the UAV to even get airborne in the first place.277 

These reports have been corroborated by external academic sources who point to a 

campaign of electronic warfare designed to both block Ukraine’s access to GLONASS and 

reduce the effectiveness of GPS in the conflict zone.278  
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Interestingly, at a time when Russia has demonstrated its ability to cut off access to 

GLONASS and disrupt the efficacy of GPS, there is a modicum of evidence suggesting that 

Russia may be in the process of pushing ships that regularly ply the NSR and the surrounding 

waters towards adopting the GLONASS system as their primary means of navigation. The 

potential harbinger of this policy is a 2018 Russian Ministry of Transport policy that 

demanded that the navigation systems of all civilian aircraft registered in Russia be 

converted from GPS to GLONASS.279 Now, much of the newly developed port infrastructure 

along the NSR has been fitted with GLONASS receiving equipment ostensibly to allow for 

more accurate piloting within the Arctic ports.280 At the risk of indulging in a moment of 

speculation, by making GLONASS the primary GNS system in use along the NSR, Russia 

would be capable of interfering with the navigation of foreign vessels without risking a 

similar disruption to that of “friendly” cargo vessels.  

 

Similar occurrences have been reported in Syria as well, with third-party observers 

indicating that their research had shown the signal interference to be emanating from a 

Russian airbase in the region. In this last case, the apparent motivation was to limit the 

airbase’s vulnerability to the kind of mass drone attack that would later occur at the Saudi 

Arabian Abqaiq oil refinery.281  
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Perhaps more importantly, there are unsubstantiated rumours that the 2017 US cruise 

missile attack on Syria’s Al-Shayrat airbase, in which a claimed 36 of 59 missiles failed to 

reach the target due to being hampered by their onboard GPS systems being jammed.282 

However, it bears repeating the truth behind these claims is incredibly tricky to ascertain. In 

relation to the Arctic, though, if Russia is indeed responsible for the Arctic GPS jamming, it is 

equally unclear as to what their motives or overarching goals might be, outside a slightly 

petulant disruption of NATO exercises.    

Conversely, where the extent of Russia’s involvement in GPS spoofing in the high north is a 

matter for debate, their policy of airspace probing is a matter of historical record. For much 

of the past decade, the Russian air force has maintained a systemic campaign of skirting 

other Arctic nations' airspace, regularly necessitating the scrambling of fighters to “escort” 

the wayward aircraft away.283 Though there are no reports of Russian aircraft, usually long-

range bombers, actually entering foreign airspace, it is a regular occurrence for them to 

intrude over what the US and Canada refer to as their Air Defense Identification Zone 

(ADIZ). Whilst this is entirely within the bounds of international law, Glen Van Herc, a US Air 

Force General, stated that not only were the flights becoming more regular but that “the 

intercepts [had become] more complex”284 and that Russian aircraft had taken to loitering in 

the ADIZ “[staying] for hours.”285 However, rather than attributing the reason behind this 

change in behaviour as a result of Russia’s interest in control of the Arctic due to climate 
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change, but more indicative of a “great power competition,”286 dormant since the fall of the 

Soviet Union, reawakened as a result of Russia’s resurgence.  

Unfortunately, due to the necessary secrecy of the endeavour, it is very hard to judge with 

any precision what the Russian C5ISR network in the Arctic looks like. However, as with 

most situations involving this kind of thing, it is probably safe to assume that the majority of 

Russian capabilities, outside of GLONASS, are in a somewhat worse shape than the US’ and 

will likely remain so indefinitely, barring some kind of unthinkably immense paradigm shift 

in the relative strengths of the two states.   

This constant threat of communication issues is somewhat linked in with the other focus of 

the Northern Fleet’s exercises. Alongside the communication protection operations, the 

Russian marines also conducted amphibious landing operations that simulated retaking a 

key port from small units attempting to sabotage it.287 Again, this is indicative of a clear 

understanding that whilst turning the NSR and the Arctic valuable resources that will flow 

through it into Russia’s economic artery, it makes any potential severance absolutely 

catastrophic.  

Thus, the key elements to understand about Russia’s stance on security in the Arctic is 

geared towards an increasingly assertive, perhaps on the way to becoming almost 

confrontational in places. This is all in service of securing and maintaining a large Russian 

advantage within the theatre.  
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Impact of these policies on the Geopolitical Situation.  

Both the great Arctic powers have made loud overtures regarding the maintenance of the 

high north’s cooperative spirit. Russia’s chairing of the Arctic Council has, as discussed, seen 

an emphasis being placed on “mitigating and adapting to climate change, ensuring 

sustainable development economic development in the Arctic, exploring emerging threats 

including zoonoses, digitalizing the linguistic and cultural heritage of Indigenous Peoples, 

advancing Arctic Resilience towards the impacts of permafrost thaw [and] evaluating ship 

traffic in the Northern Sea Route.”288 Similarly, the US, appears keen to maintain the 

somewhat comfortable status quo in what Gorbachev called “the zone of peace”289 that has 

allowed for there to be no multi-lateral mechanism in which the Arctic nations can discuss 

security matters.  Furthermore, though not the explicit topic of this paper, the “minor” 

Arctic states, Sweden, Norway, Canada, Denmark Iceland, and Finland have all upheld the 

current regime with an earnest conviction as their interests are best served by a quiet 

Arctic.  

However, in spite of the relative peace enjoyed by the Arctic for the last thirty years, the 

situation is more complex than it may appear on a cursory inspection. This section will look 

into how the policies of both Russia and the US represent the stirrings of the new paradigm 

forming in the high north.  

The overwhelming majority of most academic work studying the geopolitical situation in the 

Arctic has pointed to the Arctic’s relative lack of securitisation and generally non-
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confrontational politics as evidence that, even in the face of climate change, these attitudes 

will persist and that the Arctic is unlikely to become a geopolitical hotspot.  

However, this is predicated on an assertion that the Arctic exists as a unique region on the 

planet, one in which the security dilemma has been unable to fully insinuate itself, one 

where humanity has found its better self. While this viewpoint appears somewhat 

legitimate on cursory inspection, the issue becomes considerably thornier if one considers 

precisely why the states of the Arctic have thus far avoided the worst excesses of 

securitisation. For as long as the Arctic has played a role in geopolitics, it has been a 

frightfully inhospitable place, its oceans barely traversable at the best of times and 

completely impassable at all others. The land almost completely inimical to human 

existence outside a few small, scattered communities; only modern technology has allowed 

man to colonise the region on a large scale. Yet even then, in the bitter wastes of the distant 

north, just maintaining anything more than a token presence has required the hard toil of 

states. However, the sheer hostility of the environment and the perpetual struggle it made 

necessary brought with them an odd kind of security. The nations of the high north could be 

reasonably secure in thinking that if they were unable to do much in the region, they could 

be fairly certain that any competitors would be facing exactly the same issues, simply due to 

the unavoidable reality of the climate.   

However, as Lassi Heininen asserts, “if technology allows, any physical space of the Earth 

will be used for military purposes by a nation-state.”290 This has been demonstrated on a 

myriad of occasions throughout history, with each space being systematically militarised 
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when the technology that would allow it came into existence. It took a mere seven years 

from the Kitty Hawk’s first flight in 1903 to the creation of the first air force by the French 

Army in 1910. Four years after that, the skies of Europe became a crucial battleground.291 

Beyond the classic sea, land, and air, technology has allowed nation-states to conquer 

climates that previously held them in check; the vast tracts of the African interior were only 

opened to the European powers once the anti-malarial properties of quinine were 

discovered.292 Within a short span of years, the once impenetrable darkness of Africa’s 

interior had been laid open, militarised, and then was awash with questions of security. 

Even then, this is only from a Eurocentric perspective; prior to Western colonisation, the 

various peoples of the states that existed in the region had been fighting and seeking 

security for thousands of years.293  The 1898 Fashoda Incident in what is now Sudan briefly 

raised the prospect of Britain and France going to war over competing claims on a territory 

that had for the longest time been a geopolitical non-entity, terra incognita. Yet its sudden 

accessibility had thrust the Sudan into the geopolitical limelight, with its control being vital 

to the security of the British Empire due to its proximity to the Suez Canal, the artery 

through which flowed the material wealth of the British Raj to the metropole.294 Only 

around thirty years passed between the British Army beginning to supply quinine to its 

troops to mitigate the ravages of malaria and British troops encountering their French 

expeditionary counterparts at Fashoda.  
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All this had occurred even though the European Great Powers had been party to the 

Concert of Europe, a largely cooperative regime295 (though one still fraught with tensions 

and rivalry) that sought to maintain the balance of power between the continental 

European states. In service of this regime, the powers of Europe, both great and small, had 

convened in Berlin in the winter of 1884-85 in an attempt to navigate the immense 

complexities of the issue and partition the African continent alongside its spectacular wealth 

in a fair and just manner,296 or at least something roughly approximate to that.   

However, though the Berlin Conference was a qualified success, the dissatisfaction that it 

caused to a number of the participants laid the groundwork for future contentions, as in the 

case of the Fashoda Incident. Something which appears to indicate that even in co-operative 

regimes, there is room for tension, and shifts in the geopolitical frameworks in which states 

exist can lead to the swift securitisation of regions that were relative backwaters.    

The astute reader will have long since realised the comparison being drawn here. Due to the 

rapid onset of anthropogenic climate change, the geopolitical landscape of the Arctic has, as 

previously stated, undergone seismic alterations. However, above the Arctic Circle, a 

modification to Heininen’s rule has taken place; though the relentless march of technology 

has played an undoubted role in the opening up the previously inaccessible Arctic, far more 

critical have been the monumental changes to the region’s climate. The planet’s rapid 

warming, occurring at three times the global average in the Arctic,297 and the wholesale 
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melting of the ice have effectively had a multiplicative effect on our technological ability to 

exploit the area and, perhaps more importantly, the economic viability of doing so. 

Furthermore, given the explicit strategic value that the US and Russia ascribe to the Arctic, 

there remains the potential for a modern day Fashoda.  

The problem that Russia and the US now face in the Arctic is that their security goals are, in 

essence, fundamentally mutually incompatible. Evidence that the security dilemma has 

crept into the politics of the region can be seen in the policies of both states discussed in the 

previous section. Both the US and Russian primary documents indicate that neither power is 

particularly enamoured with the notion of a roughly even distribution of force and 

capabilities across the Arctic, with the US DoD committing to ensuring “favourable balance 

of power”298 and “[operating] more assertively across the Arctic Region.”299 Seeing as the 

Kremlin has set their sights on achieving the same thing,300it is not too great a stretch of the 

imagination to presume that the mutual uncertainties around the extent of each other’s 

capabilities could lead to tensions between the two powers as they seek to establish what 

they consider to be an appropriate balance of power.  

However, this potential struggle sits atop a deeper fissure running between the policies of 

the two nations. Were both Washington and the Kremlin on broadly the same page as to 

the kind of regime that should exist in the Arctic Ocean, then the room for conflict would be 

somewhat diminished as it is easier to work together so long as you are working towards 

the same goals. Unfortunately, the aims of the states are diametrically opposed in several 

key areas with seemingly little room for compromise, particularly when both parties view 

 
298 US Arctic Defence Strategy 2019, p.6 
299 A Strategic Blueprint for the Arctic, p.4 
300 Maritime Doctrine of the Russian Federation p.15 
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their own expansions into the Arctic as necessary defensive measures301 taken in the face of 

the other’s overt militarisation of the space.302  

The most marked of these differences is their opposing views on the freedom of navigation. 

The US is deeply committed to the freedom of the seas; throughout the examined 

documents, the US Navy,303 Coast Guard,304 and DoD305 all explicitly call attention to the US’ 

willingness to do their utmost to ensure that vessels, civilian and military, can sail the Arctic 

freely.306 A stance largely consistent with its wider behaviour on the global stage, having 

conducted 28 freedom-of-navigation operations (FONOPs) in 2020 alone.307 The most 

obvious example being in the South China Sea, where the US Navy regularly contests the 

Chinese government’s attempt to establish unilateral control.308 With the Kremlin already 

having made a concerted effort to establish a similar level of control all along the NSR, the 

potential for conflict is self-evident. Though no FONOPs have been conducted in the Arctic 

region at the time writing, the idea was at least mooted in 2019, with Navy Secretary 

Richard V. Spencer indicating that the opening of the Arctic as a shipping lane would compel 

the US Navy to conduct the same operations as they did elsewhere.309 At the time, this 

suggestion was greeted with varying degrees of horror and anxiety from the wider 
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304 USCG Arctic Strategic Outlook 2019, p.14 
305 Report to Congress Department of Defense Arctic Strategy, p.5 
306 Strategic Outlook for the Arctic 2019, p.11 
307 Geoff Ziezulewicz, “US Military Challenged Fewer Maritime Claims with FONOPs in FY 2020,” Navy Times, 
March 10, 2021, https://www.navytimes.com/news/your-navy/2021/03/10/us-military-conducted-fewer-
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defence310 and academic community311 , who perceived it as a severe risk that could 

escalate tensions in the region.312   

In the end, it appears nothing came of the plan to deploy a task group during the summer. 

That said, it is worth remembering that this option was discussed under the Trump 

Administration, which was on slightly more cordial terms with the Russian government than 

the current incumbent, President Biden. This may represent more a lack of ability rather 

than a lack of will. A document written for the Naval War College in 2018 indicated that the 

US Navy was categorically incapable of expanding their FONOP efforts to the Arctic at the 

present time due to an almost total lack of capability, citing three critical failings: firstly, a 

lack of platforms and infrastructure; secondly, an insufficient number of trained personnel 

and finally, C2 structure wholly inadequate for supporting the endeavour.313 The first of 

these is a multidimensional issue; though the US Navy is the world’s best-equipped ocean-

going force, it has an icebreaking capacity of close to zero. However, this is not especially 

surprising as it is the Coast Guard who are responsible for icebreaking.314 This information 

would perhaps be a comfort to the US were it not for the fact that the US Coast Guard total 

number of icebreakers is two, putting it on par with the Chinese, a state with no Arctic 

territory of its own and completely dwarfed by the Russian fleet of forty icebreakers of 

varying sizes.  
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Furthermore, due to the age of the US’ icebreakers, neither are what you would call shining 

examples of their kind. Of the two, only one is currently capable of undertaking operations, 

the USCGC Polar Star, which at this point is almost fifty years old and “on life support.”315 

Alarmingly, for US defence officials, the US’ icebreaking capacity is not set to expand 

meaningfully for quite some time. While Congress has funded the construction of a new 

heavy icebreaker by 2023, this is intended to replace the current fleet, not bolster it. There 

are plans to construct an additional two icebreakers of the same class, but these are not 

anticipated to come into service until the end of the 2020s, possibly even the early 2030s.316 

The US government is acutely aware of to what extent they are behind the Russian’s, with 

Alaskan Senator Lisa Murkowski saying in 2016 that the US hadn’t just fallen behind but 

wasn’t even “in the game right now.”317  

Thus, due to the US’ almost total deficiency in this regard, Russia has been handed the 

ability to dominate at least one critical aspect of the Arctic geopolitical space. The danger 

here is that this dominance does not alter the fact that the US has come to consider the 

Arctic a strategic area of preeminent value, one crucial to the long-term national security of 

the United States.318  

As such, it is almost certain that the US will attempt to redress the balance of power as 

quickly as it is able to unless the relationship between Russia and United States improves 

drastically in the near future. It is hard to see a world where a speedy and purposeful 
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expansion of the US’ arctic capabilities could not lead to some kind of impact on Russia’s 

sense of security in the region and bring about a countermove. Even before Putin set out to 

establish the Russian Arctic as a kind of golden lifeline, Russia had long perceived the Arctic 

as one of the areas, alongside Ukraine and Central Asia, that constituted its “privileged 

sphere of influence.”319  

Within this sphere, Moscow believes a certain deference should be shown to Russian wishes 

by other states.320 Russia’s 2014 Ukrainian intervention and earlier intervention in Georgia 

and Abkhazia revealed that Putin was willing to bear the consequences of antagonising the 

United States and the wider West in the hope of preserving not only Russian influence in 

their affairs but also, perhaps, more importantly, the sense of self-identity that Moscow 

draws from this having this influence. Thus, Russia has shown a propensity towards the 

pursuit of belligerent courses of action when it feels its core interests are threatened by the 

United States.321  

Therefore, given that the Arctic is set to become not just symbolically important but 

economically critical as a result of Moscow’s investment in NSR and its resources, it is 

unlikely that any US or NATO incursions in the region will be treated with anything other 

than the most extreme suspicion. This suspicion is already extant as Sergei Lavrov, the 

Russian Foreign Minister, has already made multiple statements warding off those who 

would-be challengers to Russia’s claim to the status of Arctic hegemon when "it has been 
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absolutely clear for (sic) everyone for a long time that [the Arctic] is our territory… our 

land."322  

The nature of Russia’s rearmament and modernisation campaign is the perfect evidence of 

this attitude. As the Kremlin has committed to bolstering its navy smaller, short-range 

vessels armed with an array of capital-ship killing missiles323 and establishing a tight network 

of static coastal defences,324 it is clear that they are more interested in safeguarding and 

controlling a specific region of the Arctic than attempting to project force over great 

distances like the US.  However, again, the problem with this is that it directly conflicts with 

the US desire to maintain freedom of navigation across the Arctic Ocean, including the part 

that Russia considers its private domain, putting the two on a dangerous collision course.  

Compounding the issue further is that Russia may see US Arctic forces as increasingly 

capable of inhibiting Russia’s access to the World Ocean, both in the GIUK gap and the 

Bering Strait something that we’ve already established the Kremlin feels deeply threatened 

by.325 Thus, the potential for tensions to arise seems great.  

Indeed, recent developments may already indicate that some of the seeds of mistrust are 

already flowering in the frigid Arctic soil. As a result of the Kremlin’s waking nightmare in 

which they’ve seen NATO slowly stalk eastwards towards the Russian border, Russia handed 

something approaching an ultimatum to Finland, Sweden, and NATO as a whole, demanding 
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that the two states make no attempt to join the alliance, promising that if attempts were 

made, it would “require an adequate response” from the Russian government.326  

Unsurprisingly, this has received a chilly response from the targets of the demand, with 

Sweden and Finland pointing out quite rightly that as sovereign states that any potential 

accession to NATO will be their choice.327  

However, this does not change the geopolitical realities of the situation would look like to 

Russia should in the future decide to make a formal application. Whatever one may think 

about the Kremlin’s fears of an aggressive encroachment by NATO, it is nigh on impossible 

to deny that the last thirty years have brought NATO to Russia’s European doorstep, 

amalgamating much of the former Warsaw Pact, nations that had once been seen as 

integral elements of a vital buffer zone, into its expanding mass. Viewed from Moscow’s 

perspective, a NATO that includes Finland and Sweden creates a new thrust of 

encroachment that stabs straight into the heart of Russia’s Arctic domain.328  

Furthermore, Russia’s northern territories have been imbued with vast strategic importance 

even when sea ice covered the Arctic coast for the majority of the year. The Russian Arctic is 

also home to much of its nuclear arsenal329, and as discussed, a large proportion of its 

advanced weapons systems.330 For example, the Kola Peninsula particularly hosts the key 
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parts of the Kremlin’s nuclear second-strike capability331 as well the headquarters and home 

ports of the Northern Fleet, the most strategically significant of Russia’s naval formations, 

containing as it does Russia’s contingent of ballistic missile submarines.332   

Outside observers have long assumed that in the event of a general conflagration between 

itself and NATO, Moscow would do its utmost to keep the Scandinavian nations out of the 

fight by exerting pressure on them.333 This would, as described by Jyri Lavikainen of the CSIS 

would allow Russia to contain the fighting to the “more defensible regions in its western 

flank.”334 More importantly, however, successfully keeping these nations out of the conflict 

would go a long way to safeguarding the military installations of the Kola Peninsula and the 

neighbouring locales. Despite the years of rearmament under the SAPs and the wider efforts 

to modernise the RuAF, the relative strengths of the two sides remain desperately lopsided 

towards NATO.335 Lavikainen asserts that concerns regarding this gap in conventional forces 

plague the Kremlin. Their fear is that NATO aircraft launched from either NATO carrier task 

groups or Scandinavian airbases present a very real threat to the integrity and credibility of 

not only Russia’s submarine fleet but also their second-strike capabilities as a whole.336  

The anxiety surrounding this is amplified by the possibility of the US deploying ballistic 

missile defence (BMD) systems in the Arctic may further degrade the Kola Peninsula’s 

nuclear arsenal value as a deterrent, at least in the Kremlin’s eyes. In light of just how sore 

the subject of BMDs is to the Kremlin, any possibility that Norway or any of the other 
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Scandinavian countries could host them is truly unnerving and could cause significant 

friction between the two states.  

Thus, as the Arctic becomes easier to navigate as a result of climate change and Sweden and 

Finland to debate establishing closer ties with NATO, the security situation from the Russian 

perspective looks set to degrade rather than improve, threatening to create an escalating 

security crisis.  

Military exercises like this year’s Cold Response 2022, set to take place in Norway, are highly 

likely to strain the already tense relations between the US and Russia. The exercise is set to 

take place in the Ofoten region,337 well within the Arctic Circle and what the Kremlin likely 

sees as a perilously close 600km from the Kola Peninsula.338 Furthermore, the exercise’s 

purpose is to practice precisely the kind of operation that Moscow is most worried about as 

it seeks to “train reinforcement [the] of northern Norway [by NATO forces], and the main 

action will be by navy and air force capacities.”339 Though Norway’s Defence Minister 

expressed a desire to “continue to cooperate with Russia on issues such as search and 

rescue, border patrol and coast guard operations to control fisheries,” this was accompanied 

by a firmer note that while Norway would seek to reassure Russia, it would balance this with 

a strong policy of “deterrence.”340 Additionally, the minister states that they are pleased to 

see US and NATO forces displaying an increasing interest in flying the flag in the high north 

in order to maintain the status quo and limit the scope of Russian ambitions. Thus, it could 

be suggested that Norway’s growing defiance in the face of Russian provocations341 could 
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be linked to a shift in US priorities as a result of climate change requiring a shift of more 

particularly visible assets to the region.  

It should also be remembered that the map one is generally most familiar with is the 

Mercator projection, often centred on the Central Atlantic. Unfortunately, the problems of 

mapping a three-dimensional shape in two dimensions play a significant role in colouring 

our perceptions of the geopolitical realities that countries must deal with; nowhere is this 

truer than the Arctic. Rather than NATO being neatly arranged to one side of Russian 

territory, it exists in a roughly 270-degree arc. This arc envelops the entirety of Russia’s 

Arctic coast alongside its western and eastern flank, threatening its access to the Pacific and 

Atlantic oceans. If you consider the situation from the Russian perspective, it becomes very 

difficult to see NATO positioning as anything other than an encirclement.  

However, prior to now, the Arctic has functioned as a vast and impenetrable natural barrier 

through which the projection of power was almost impossible. Though nuclear submarines 

have lurked in the inky blackness beneath the ice since the early sixties, quietly poised to 

unleash Armageddon, they have not been devices for power projection.342 Submarine-based 

ballistic missiles generate a different kind of threat to that posed by conventional power and 

do not play a significant role “in the political role of force.”343  

The launch tubes of a nuclear submarine don’t threaten shipping or a nation’s de facto 

control of the oceans. The doomsday devices they carry are an existential risk of an entirely 

different kind. The same kind of logic can be applied to strategic nuclear bombers that were 
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based in the Arctic. Historically, the build-up of forces in the Arctic has been almost 

completely in the form of the aforementioned submarines and bombers alongside ballistic 

missile early warning radars, weapons that are very definitive when used. 

 As such, in spite of the fact that the Arctic was deeply militarised for the entire length of the 

Cold War, the nature of the militarisation meant that any sense of insecurity in the region 

was expressed as part of the wider policy of nuclear deterrence, security dilemmas came in 

form of bomber or missile gap,344 rather than the security dilemmas that took place in 

South-East Asia and the Europe.  

However, as climate change frogmarches the world towards a blue Arctic, the game being 

played in the region has changed. The equipment being increasingly deployed into the 

region has become less cataclysmic, less unusable, less all-or-nothing. In the past, the 

benefits that the region could offer were at best minor due to the difficulty and cost of any 

endeavour in the region. Inversely, what a state could threaten in the Arctic that didn’t 

come with the high risk of triggering a nuclear exchange was of equally little consequence.  

However, the increasing ease of access to the region’s wealth has meant that what this 

author hesitantly will hesitantly call wiggle room has been added to the equation. Losing out 

economically or militarily due to weakness or a misstep has become a possibility. Thus, with 

the introduction of this wiggle room, the same logic that dictates geopolitics across the rest 

of the planet has been introduced.  

Something that only serves to compound this problem can be found in the Kremlin’s 

finances. Given the collapse of the price of oil and ongoing Western sanctions, the plans 
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Russia has drawn up concerning the expansion and modernisation of its navy have gradually 

become detached from the realities of the situation. It is looking increasingly unlikely that 

the Kremlin will be able to rustle up enough money to cover the full extent of its future 

ambitions.345 As mentioned, the latest SAP already underwent several major cutbacks in 

order to make it more feasible against the backdrop of a Russian GDP, already affected by 

low oil prices, shrank by approximately 5 percent in the wake of the Covid pandemic.346 

Thus, the period for which Russia can style itself as the master of the Arctic realm may have 

a limit imposed on it by Washington’s attempt to become established in the region. A future 

probably not lost on the Russian government.  

One could perhaps suggest that the situation is rather akin to the Thucydides Trap advanced 

by Graham T. Allison in which a rising power and an established power come to conflict as 

the hegemon’s power wanes and finds itself challenged by the upstart power. Of course, the 

“upstart” power, in this case, would be the United States which seems a little silly to 

suggest. However, within the specific context of the Arctic, the US certainly seems to take 

on the guise of something roughly analogous to an upstart as it seeks to achieve in the 

Arctic the same kind of omni-spectrum capabilities that it possesses elsewhere.347  

What further muddies the waters surrounding the current relative strength of the forces in 

the high north is the haze of uncertainty surrounding what precisely the form the Arctic will 

take in the fast-approaching future. As we’ve established to a limited extent, one of the key 

factors keeping specifically the US out of the Arctic at the moment is their paucity of 

icebreakers, one can see there are two main variables dictating how long Russia can expect 
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to be relatively free of US interference in the region. The first of these is the rate at which 

the United States can produce new icebreakers. This variable is fairly predictable as it is 

possible to make relatively good estimations as to the upper and lower bounds simply as a 

result of how long it takes to design and build an icebreaker and the amount of money that 

it will cost.  

However, it is the second of the variables that is the trickier of the two. It is the rate at 

which the Arctic Sea ice is disappearing. Given the fact that even climate scientists find 

themselves almost continually surprised by the speed at which the ice has vanished,348 

predicting what the Arctic will look like even in a short time frame almost becomes a task 

for an oracle. Thus, the complication is that as a result of the quick and unpredictable nature 

of the changes, both the US and Russia will likely find it very hard to ever establish with any 

degree certainty what the future will look like.  

As shown in the primary documents,349 the US is already looking to build up its forces in the 

region. Although, it may not possess an icebreaking fleet that can compete with the 

Russian’s, it is very probable that the relative air power in the region is equally unbalanced, 

just this time in favour of the US. The 100+ fifth-generation fighters stationed in Alaska,350 

all designed with a minimal radar profile in mind and capable of carrying a variety of 

payloads, represent a clear threat to Russian assets in the Arctic. Thus, as even now the 

Kremlin may not feel all that secure in their control of the Arctic’s waters and skies despite 

the extensive modernisation of their Arctic air-defence network. Especially considering the 

 
348 Guarino, M.V et al. p.931 
349 Regaining Arctic Dominance, p.22 
350 F-35s Nest in Big New Alaskan Facility Marking Strategic Shift for Critical Region 
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news that the US is intending to operate combined patrols of B-2 stealth bombers and F-35 

stealth multirole fighters.351      

In light of the importance of Russia’s connection with the Arctic, taking as it does a central 

place within the national mythos, the impact of losing the certainty of relationship could 

deal a serious blow to the nation. Perhaps even to the extent that it would undergo a crisis 

of existential uncertainty similar to that described by Brendan Chrzanowski as a result of the 

sudden shift in its relationship with Ukraine.  

In his 2021 paper, Chrzanowski establishes an alternative explanation for Russia’s 

intervention in Ukraine. Rather than being a move to check NATO’s expansion eastwards or 

even a miscalculation, he argues that given “control over Ukraine represents an essential 

component of Kremlin-perceived selfhood,” losing it would “constitute an identity crisis,”352 a 

view that he notes were echoed by Chatham House’s reports on the subject.353  

However, in spite of all this, Washington354 and the Kremlin355 have both explicitly stated 

that they want to continue working cooperatively in the region in the future. Both have 

promised to collaborate with the other Arctic nations on scientific research and preserving 

the ecological security of the Arctic.356 If we are to take both nations’ at their word, this 

would seem to be a positive sign for the continuation of the current Arctic paradigm, 

appearing to display the immunity of the Arctic to realist security concerns. That said, it is 

 
351 Kris Osborn, “Why Did Russia Send More S-400 Missile Defense Systems to the Arctic?,” The National 
Interest, April 7, 2021, https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/why-did-russia-send-more-s-400-missile-
defense-systems-arctic-182140. 
352 Brendan Chrzanowski, “An Episode of Existential Uncertainty: The Ontological Security Origins of the War in 
Donbas,” Texas National Security Review, May 10, 2021, https://tnsr.org/2021/05/an-episode-of-existential-
uncertainty-the-ontological-security-origins-of-the-war-in-donbas/. 
353 Ibid  
354 Reinforcing the U.S. Commitment to the Arctic at the Arctic Council Ministerial  
355 Foundations of the Russian Federation State Policy in the Arctic, p.10 
356 Reinforcing the U.S. Commitment to the Arctic at the Arctic Council Ministerial  

https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/why-did-russia-send-more-s-400-missile-defense-systems-arctic-182140
https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/why-did-russia-send-more-s-400-missile-defense-systems-arctic-182140
https://tnsr.org/2021/05/an-episode-of-existential-uncertainty-the-ontological-security-origins-of-the-war-in-donbas/
https://tnsr.org/2021/05/an-episode-of-existential-uncertainty-the-ontological-security-origins-of-the-war-in-donbas/
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important to place this in some kind of context, Russia and the United States have 

cooperated before on things outside the Arctic realm. Even at the height of the Cold War, 

standing opposed as mortal ideological enemies, the US and the Soviet Union still managed 

to agree to treaties357 and work together on issues when the motivation existed. However, it 

goes without saying, occurring almost concurrently with these moments of cooperation 

were regular conflicts of interests as each side sought to gain an advantage. Thus, 

cooperation and competition are not by any means mutually exclusive.  

However, even when there is a desire to work cooperatively, that is by no means a 

guarantee that it will occur. For example,  although US and Russia have said that they want 

to maintain a peaceful Arctic. The US still rejected an attempt by the Kremlin to restart 

military talks between the Arctic nations which came to a halt in 2014 after the Russian 

annexation of the Crimea and its invasion of Ukraine or include them as part of the Arctic 

Council’s mandate.358 Here then we see that even though this would seem like it could only 

be beneficial or least neutral to the Arctic’s long term stability, Russia was rebuffed by every 

single Arctic state despite all of them ostensibly believe in preserving the Arctic status 

quo.359 This may be a reflection of an attitude found in the US primary documents where it 

was believed being too agreeably in the Arctic would only encourage Russia to continue 

working against the established international order.360 This seems to suggest that as the 

 
357 William Potter and Sarah Bidgood, “The Good Old Days of the Cold War: U.S.-Soviet Cooperation on 
Nonproliferation,” War on the Rocks, August 7, 2018, https://warontherocks.com/2018/08/the-good-old-days-
of-the-cold-war-u-s-soviet-cooperation-on-nonproliferation/. 
358 “Russia Calls for Military Meetings between Arctic States as Tensions Rise,” Reuters, May 20, 2021, sec. 
World, https://www.reuters.com/world/russias-lavrov-calls-military-dialogue-between-arctic-states-2021-05-
20/. 
359 Ibid 
360 Changes in the Arctic: Background and Issues for Congress, p.17 
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Arctic becomes increasingly blue, it will be increasingly difficult for it to escape the 

geopolitical tensions caused in other theatres.361  

Conclusion 

Although, both the United States and Russia have pledged repeatedly across a host of 

mediums their desire to see the current rules-based order of the Arctic continue, the likely 

outcome is a somewhat more complicated beast. While the past thirty years have 

established a long tradition of cooperation between the nations of the Arctic, it is a grave 

mistake to assume that the status quo can survive the transition to an Arctic radically 

transformed by both a changing climate and by the US and Russia’s far greater presence in 

the region.  

As established, both nations have come to view control of the Arctic as something vital to 

the preservation of their national security. Judging from the attitudes laid out in their policy 

papers, neither party is willing to allow the other to threaten their supremacy in the region. 

Furthermore, both sides are suffering from key capability gaps in their ability to pursue their 

policies in the high north. This presents a risk of neither side feeling especially secure about 

their position in the Arctic. With this sense of insecurity comes a risk that almost any action 

taken to plug these capability gaps will be viewed with intense suspiscion by the other side. 

For example, were the US to suddenly commit to a construction program that would see a 

noticeable increase in the number of icebreakers in its fleet, it is hard to imagine Russia 

would look favourably on the change in the balance of power. In fact given the deeply sour 

 
361 Changes in the Arctic: Background and Issues for Congress, p.15 
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nature of the Russo-American relationship, it would likely necessitate some kind of Russian 

response so as to rebuild their sense of security.  

Furthermore, even the extent as exactly how cooperative the Arctic is can be seen as deeply 

questionable. While there have been numerous cooperative achievements over the last 

thirty years, a sense of security has been provided by the impassable ice and harsh weather 

making travel and above-water operations in the high north very difficult, if not entirely 

unviable.  

Thus, in light of the Arctic becoming substantially easier, though by no means trivial, to 

operate in, Russia and the United States are simultaneously looking to develop their force 

projection options in the region, each threatening the others interests. Using the ample 

evidence of how each nation chooses to conduct itself in the pursuit of its policies in other 

theatres around the globe, one can draw certain conclusions as to how they will behave in 

the Arctic once they possess the capability.  

Should the US global policy of conducting FONOPs in contested waters, like the South China 

Sea become established in the Arctic Ocean, it seems probable that the they will generate 

similar tensions around the pole. Likewise, Russia’s repeated provocations, including GPS 

jamming and airspace probing, may come to be seen a different light as a result of the 

climate in the Arctic.   

As an extension of this, due to the Arctic’s benign recent past, it lacks established 

mechanisms with which to deescalate tensions should they occur. This feeds into a second 

problem that will only become more apparent in the future. Unlike almost every other 

region on the planet, the Arctic has relatively few geopolitical norms and traditions to call 

on that can be used as a framework in which each nation’s investments and forces can be 
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fit. Both Arctic great powers will likely find it hard to place developments within an 

appropriate geopolitical context, leading to misunderstandings and miscommunications.  

Excaberating this issue, is a seemingly doomed attempt to maintain the status quo as it 

stands now, the US government under Biden particularly seems quite reluctant to 

acknowledge that regardless of what they do and say, the changes utterly reshaping the 

geopolitical landscape within the region may require the development of a new system or at 

least significant modifications to the old one. 

Thus, let us return to the hypotheses established at the start of this paper so as to 

understand the conclusions this thesis has arrived at:  

 

1.  The Arctic has historically been a relatively uncontested region in large part due to 

its remoteness and the hazardous nature of its weather and climate.  

 

While difficult to conclusively establish one way or the other, the evidence 

presented in this thesis seems to support this hypothesis. Despite the Arctic being a 

key element of both great powers’ nuclear strategy, the region has rarely been home 

to any large concentrations of conventional force. Thus, it seems fair to suggest that 

were it possible or necessary to station these forces, the United States and Russia 

would have done so.    

 

2.  As the climate shifts and the region becomes more hospitable, there will be an 

influx of economic investment alongside shifts in the region, including the 

potential use of the Arctic Ocean as a shipping lane. As a result of this, the Arctic 
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will become increasingly “securitised” by powers both close and far. One should be 

able to observe the beginnings of this shift in the present day.  

 

The close examination of the primary documents performed as part of this thesis 

fully supports this hypothesis. Only in recent years, in which the effects of climate 

change have been most pronounced and Arctic become more habitable, has the 

Arctic seen a surge of interest in substantially developing the economy of the region. 

Additionally, as this has occurred questions concerning security and balances of 

power have been broached by the US and Russia with increasingly regularity. 

However, one thing that has not been totally ascertained is as to whether these first 

potential stirrings of securitisation have been caused primarily by the economic 

investment or as a function of the fact that the region has become an avenue of 

threat as a result of its increased navigability. As though the transpolar route and the 

NSR have attracted some interest, serious reservations currnetly exist regarding their 

actual value to international shipping.  

 

3.  As a result of this “securitisation,” it will be difficult to stop tensions developing in 

the region, and the hitherto cooperative attitudes prevailing in the region will be 

challenged by realist concerns. 

 

Finally, while the evidence suggests that the cooperative atmosphere in the Arctic is 

undoubtedly being challenged by realist concerns regarding balances of power, there 

remains an apparently intense desire to work together on certain issues where at all 
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possible. However, Russia and the US’ intent to establish their preferred rule-system 

over the wider Arctic may present a real challenge to the long term viability of that 

desire. That said, it must be realised that no geopolitical space on the planet exists 

under a purely competitive, confrontational paradigm. 

 

Thus, it is a mistake to conflate the possible ending of an unusually cooperative regime and 

its replacement with some kind of competitive great game between the powers in the 

region. Instead, a more realistic prediction is that the Arctic will become a geopolitical space 

like any other region, and subject to the same kind of securitisation, in which conflict and 

cooperation happens as states attempt to maintain their tenuous sense of security in an 

uncertain world.  
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